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Chapter 1  
Introduction  
1.1  Objectives of the Research 
Decision making - the process of choosing between alternative actions - is 
a central activity for people and machines. Where judgments are made under ap-
preciable uncertainty, and where stakes are high, decision makers may need help in 
weighing risks and benefits involved in important decisions. Decision theory can pro-
vide such help. Unfortunately, decision-theoretic methods require specific decision 
model languages, for example, influence diagrams, to express and reason with the 
required knowledge. These model languages are inadequate for expressing general 
relationships among concepts and therefore unsuitable for basic knowledge repre-
sentation in large scale problem domains. They are, however, ideally suitable for 
reasoning about particular problem situations. Therefore, a domain knowledge base 
must be encoded in a general-purpose source language. Probabilistic or decision mod-
els in target language can then be dynamically generated for a particular problem 
instance encountered. We refer this approach as knowledge-based model construc-
tion (KBMC) [B091]. The first objective of this thesis is to analyze current 
KBMC systems to see whether there exists a general efficient KBMC mechanism for 
any problem domain. This thesis then presents a unified framework for comparative 
analysis of KBMC, and shows that KBMC mechanisms are problem-characteristic 
dependent. The second objective of this thesis is to present a new KBMC mech-
anism for model-based hierarchical diagnosis and repair.  Diagnosis is formulated 
as a stochastic process and modeled using influence diagrams. In the best case us-
ing an abstraction hierarchy in problem-solving can yield an exponential speedup. 
However, this speedup assumes backtracking never occurs across abstraction levels. 2 
When this assumption fails, search may have to consider different abstract solutions 
before finding one that can be refined to a base solution, and, therefore, search ef-
ficiency is not necessarily improved. Therefore, one may ask whether the expected 
search complexity of our method with the hierarchy always yields significant gains 
over the method without the hierarchy? As a result, the third objective of this 
thesis is to evaluate how good our method is. In this thesis, we show analytically 
and experimentally that our method always yields a significant speedup, and that 
hierarchies with smaller branching factors yield significantly higher efficiency gains. 
1.2  Knowledge-Based Model Construction 
The development of graphical representations for probabilistic and decision-
theoretic models - belief networks or influence diagrams, together with their inference 
methods, has vastly increased the range of applicability of such models in AI. This is 
because they provide a principled yet efficient manner with which to apply probability 
theory or decision theory to the problems of reasoning, modeling, and decision making 
under uncertainty. 
However, it appears that current graphical representations have a major limi-
tation  they are propositional. That is they lack quantifiers, which are essential 
for representing general knowledge. With quantifiers one can represent an assertion 
about a whole class of individuals using a single sentence, while in a propositional 
language this would require a separate sentence for each individual. As a result, 
important knowledge structuring techniques, like taxonomies, can not be applied to 
propositional representations. 3 
However, graphical representations have important advantages of their own. 
They are ideally suitable for reasoning about particular problem situations. In partic-
ular, they support efficient reasoning methods. These methods are far more efficient 
than the symbolic reasoning methods of more general representation. 
This dichotomy of utility has lead to the research topic of KBMC [BG91] -
hybrid uses of general and graphical representations, and automatic construction of 
graphical models for specific problems from larger knowledge base expressed in a 
general representation. 
This thesis provides a unified framework for comparative analysis of KBMC 
systems, and shows that KBMC mechanisms are problem-characteristic dependent. 
For example, [Bre92, PC93, Bac93] construct models by logical query-driven chaining 
techniques; [GC90] constructs a probability model for story understanding using a set 
of model construction rules; [Wel90] constructs a qualitative probabilistic network 
(QPN) for the therapy planning problem from a multiple-level knowledge base of 
qualitative relations; [EM93] constructs models through a set of replacement rules 
that operate on graphs.  This thesis then presents a new KBMC mechanism for 
model-based hierarchical diagnosis and repair. 
1.3  Decision-Theoretic Modeling of Diagnosis and Repair 
In this thesis, diagnosis is formulated as a stochastic process and modeled 
using influence diagrams, as in [SW93, Pro92]. The advantages for this formulation 
are three-fold: 
When an autonomous agent operates in a resource-limited environment, this 
agent's plans will typically be severely constrained by the limitations of time, 
cost, or other critical resources; furthermore, an agent's knowledge of the world 
is always incomplete and subject to change; the agent must be able to deal 
with many forms of uncertainty (e.g., information uncertainty and control un-
certainty) in its knowledge of the world. 4 
Conventional model-based diagnosis often assumes a separation of diagnosis 
and repair, tries to minimize the number of measurements (probes), and does 
not consider non-uniform probe costs and repair costs, leading to diagnosis 
strategies guided solely by information gains; a rational approach to diagnosis 
and repair requires accounting for both the cost/benefit tradeoff of actions as 
well as the synergistic changes in device state that allow one action to facilitate 
others. 
Influence Diagrams (IDs) can be used to model both the diagnosis and re-
pair processes within a single formalism; IDs [HM84] are graphical knowl-
edge representations for decision problem instances under uncertainty; IDs 
are well-defined, formalized decision networks for which evaluation algorithms 
[Sha86a, Coo88, TS90, SP92] have been developed; evaluation of an ID gives us 
the optimal decision policy for the stochastic problem instance with respect to 
the decision maker preferences reflecting the critical nature of local situation. 
In this research we model diagnosis and repair by influence diagrams, where 
the information uncertainty includes prior probabilities of failure of device compo-
nents, and link probabilities; the control uncertainty includes the optimal selection 
of actions. Our goal is to locate and repair the fault in a device at minimum cost. 
Furthermore, we use the concept of causal pathways (models of causal inter-
actions) [Dav84b] as a primary component of the knowledge needed to do device 
troubleshooting from structure and behavior. These causal pathways specify how 
one component affects another, indicating categories of failure. That is, each causal 
pathway models the knowledge of adjacency and behavior within the corresponding 
interaction layer. 
For example, the functional pathway models functional errors of components 
and the bridge fault pathway models a class of wiring errors between components. 
In generating possible candidates of the fault, if we omit any causal pathway, there 
will be whole classes of faults we will never be able to diagnose. However, if we include 
every causal pathway, candidate generation may become virtually indiscriminate 5 
there will be some pathways by which every component could conceivably be to 
blame. Therefore, these causal pathways serve as a set of filters. They restrict the 
categories of paths of interaction we are willing to consider, therefore, preventing 
the candidate generation from becoming indiscriminate. However, they are filters 
that we can carefully ordered and consciously put in place.  If we cannot account 
for the observed behavior with the current filter in place, we replace it with one 
that is less restrictive, therefore allowing us to consider an additional category of 
interaction paths.  That is, careful organization of causal pathways allows us to 
make simplifying initial assumptions, surrendering them gracefully to consider more 
complex hypotheses when necessary. However, the difficult and important work is the 
careful search for a causal pathway for investigation at each time. In this thesis, we 
use a circuit as an example and consider two paths of causal interaction - functional 
and bridge fault. This research uses decision-theoretic control of search in causal 
pathways. Based on the information on the probabilities of the failure within causal 
pathways and estimated external repair costs and internal computational costs for 
causal pathways, our method explores the causal pathway with maximum payoff at 
each time. 
1.4  Hierarchical Problem Solving 
Hierarchical problem solving is accomplished by first searching for an abstract 
solution to the problem and then using the intermediate states of the abstract solution 
as intermediate goals to partition the search for the concrete solution. This technique 
has been used in a number of problem solvers in AI [NH72, Ear74, Aus77, Dav84a]. 
It has long been known that the identification of intermediate states which par-
tition a problem can significantly reduce search. However, the analysis of the benefit 
yielded by partitioning, provided in these works, ignores the cost of finding the inter-
mediate states. In hierarchical problem solving these states are found by searching 
in an abstract version of the problem space. The abstract space is smaller and hence 
the benefit gained by partitioning the non-abstract space often outweighs the cost of 6 
searching this non-abstract space. Empirical evidence of the net benefit of the hierar-
chical approach has been provided by ABSTRIPS [Ear74] and by the work of Newell 
and Simon [NH72].  However, their analysis assumes that backtracking does not 
occur across abstraction levels. When this assumption fails, this would cause back-
tracking in the abstraction hierarchy to find an alternate abstract solution. Search 
would then continue by trying to refine this new abstract solution. Clearly if such 
backtracking occurs frequently, the overhead of searching the abstraction hierarchy 
could overwhelm the benefits of using abstraction. [BYar] provided an analysis of 
the expected search complexity for hierarchical planning. The analysis predicted a 
phase boundary where abstraction provides no benefit. 
This research investigates this problem in our domain. This thesis then shows 
analytically and experimentally that our method with the hierarchy always yields 
significant gains over the method without the hierarchy, and that hierarchies with 
smaller branching factors yield significantly higher efficiency gains. 
1.5  Proposed Solution: A Uniform Value-Driven Method 
The problem we are conquering now is as follows: given the observed behav-
ioral discrepancy of a device, how do we locate and repair the fault with the total 
cost as small as possible? Our solution to this problem is a uniform value-driven 
method. 
This method adopts the arguments of [Dav84b]  careful and explicit layering 
of models of interaction to make it possible to diagnose and locate the fault in a 
sharply focused process that generates only a few plausible candidates at each time. 
Therefore, causal pathways are the primary component of our domain knowledge. 
The general diagnostic principle we use is uniformly decision-theoretic model-
ing of both meta-level control of search for a causal pathway for investigation and 
base-level control of search for the fault within a selected causal pathway. This re-
search uses a circuit example and considers two types (causal pathways) of errors 
(device component and bridge fault errors). Consequently, there are three compo-7 
nents to the application of our method to this problem: a meta-level component, 
a functional component, and a bridge fault component.  The meta-level component 
formulates the decision model to determine which causal pathway to explore next. 
The functional component constructs the decision model to obtain fault hypotheses 
and employ corresponding actions within the functional causal pathway. The bridge 
fault component formulates the decision model to obtain the actions and the fault 
hypotheses within the bridge fault causal pathway. Our method begins with the 
meta-level component in order to choose the causal pathway to explore first. Our 
method repeats this process whenever a selected causal pathway component reports 
failure. The causal pathway components declare failure whenever they cannot locate 
the fault in the corresponding layer. 
The meta-level component uses information on the probabilities of the failure 
within causal pathways and estimated complexity measures of functional and bridge 
fault components to formulate a decision model. This decision model is then evalu-
ated to decide which causal pathway to investigate next. 
The functional component searches for variables to be included in a decision 
model incrementally. This search is driven by the hierarchical functional structure of 
the device, the functional causal pathway within the device, the initial observations, 
and the data gathered through probe actions as the decision model is elaborated. 
We model bridge faults as occurring across adjacent pins at a chip.  The bridge 
fault component uses probability information concerning potential bridge faults at 
chips to formulate a decision model. We then evaluate this decision model to decide 
the chip to be tested by using physical packaging information in combination  with 
functional pathway information. 
Our method is based on the following assumptions: (1) single fault; (2) com-
plete domain knowledge; (3) all the probabilistic information provided;  (4) static 
diagnostic situation (stable inputs during the process of diagnostic reasoning). 8 
1.6  Organization of Dissertation  
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a brief 
background about the graphical probabilistic or decision model representations. Chap-
ter 3 describes the other related research in knowledge-based model construction, 
diagnosis and repair, and hierarchical problem solving. Chapter 4 specifies our prob-
lem in detail. Chapter 5 presents the functional component. Chapter 6 presents 
the bridge fault component. Chapter 7 presents the meta-level component. Chapter 
8 shows analytically and experimentally that our method always yields a signifi-
cant speedup, and that hierarchies with smaller branching factors yield significantly 
higher efficiency gains. Chapter 9 presents a unified framework for comparative anal-
ysis of knowledge-based model construction. Chapter 10 presents an extension of our 
method to ya multiple-fault setting. Chapter 11 addresses the main contributions of 
this work and identifies some open issues and areas for further research. 9 
Chapter 2  
Background  
2.1  Overview 
In this chapter we provide a brief background on graphical probabilistic or 
decision model representations  influence diagrams (IDs), belief networks (BNs), 
and qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs). These representations facilitate the 
assessment of coherent prior distributions and make it easier for knowledge  engi-
neers and experts to express and understand more general kinds of dependence and 
independence assumptions. 
As AI practitioners, we are interested in using the topological structure of net-
works to express our knowledge of the structure of a problem. This knowledge about 
the structure of a problem will guide us in acquiring the quantitative information we 
need to formulate a question in probabilistic term, whether we assess the quantities 
subjectively, or collect statistics to estimate them. Graphical probabilistic or deci-
sion model representations are ways to express our knowledge of the structure of a 
problem and apply decision theory or probability theory to the problems of reasoning 
or decision-making under uncertainty.  These representations all involve specifying 
a distribution in terms of interactions among small sets of random variables. For 
example, a model of a medical diagnosis problem could be decomposed into sets of 
diseases, pathologies, and symptoms. Such a model would be described in terms of 
"disease --> pathology" and "pathology > symptom" interactions, rather than hav-
ing to give a joint probability for every possible combination of diseases, pathologies, 10 
and symptoms. Furthermore, these representations capture the intuitive notion of 
irrelevance, i.e, they express independence graphically. The lack of arcs between 
variables expresses probabilistic independence. 
We will describe influence diagrams in the first section. The second section then 
describes belief networks. The third section describes the reasoning with belief net-
works and influence diagrams. The fourth section describes qualitative probabilistic 
networks. 
2.2  Influence Diagrams 
Influence diagrams (IDs) are a graphic knowledge representation language to 
display decision problems, including decision variables, state variables, and preference 
or value variables and their relationships  [HM84]. As well as having a rigorous 
formal interpretation, they have a perspicuous qualitative structure that facilitates 
knowledge acquisition and communication. Influence diagrams provide an explicit 
representation of probabilistic dependence and independence in a manner accessible 
to both humans and computer. 
An influence diagram is an acyclic-directed graph. The nodes represent propo-
sitions or quantities of interest, including decision variables, states of the world, and 
preference values. The arcs represent influence or relevance, that is, probabilistic 
relationships between the variables. An influence diagram for a medical decision 
problem is shown in figure 2.1. 
A decision node, depicted as a rectangle, represents a set of possible alternative 
actions available to a decision maker. Decisions are the control variables or policy 
variables under the direct control of a decision-making agent.  In the example of 
figure 2.1, the angiogram test node represents the decision of whether to perform an 
artery-imaging procedure that provides information about the the extent of coronary 
artery disease in the patient. The heart surgery node is the decision about whether 
to undergo a coronary bypass operation. 11 
angiogram 
test 
Figure 2.1. An influence diagram for a patient with heart disease. 12 
The arcs into a decision node are informational arcs. They indicate what infor-
mation is available, that is, the values of uncertain variables or previous decisions 
that will be known at the time the decision is made. The example of figure 2.1 
indicates that when the agent makes the surgery decision, the decision maker will 
know whether the patient has chest pain and the outcome of the angiogram test if 
it was performed. 
Chance nodes represent states of the world that are uncertain. They are de-
picted by circles. Uncertain belief about a chance node is specified as a probability 
distribution conditioned on the outcomes of its predecessor nodes. For example the 
probability distribution over the values of future-chest-pain depends on whether the 
patient has a coronary arterial disease and whether heart surgery was performed. 
Finally, the value node is depicted as a diamond and represents the preference 
or utilities of a decision maker for alternative outcomes. Its predecessors indicate 
those outcomes or attributes that are included in the evaluation of a choice or plan. 
For the example of figure 2.1, the attributes are angiogram test cost, heart surgery 
cost, and future chest pain. This multiattribute utility function expresses trade-offs 
among these attributes for an individual patient as well as attitudes toward risk. 
2.3  Belief Networks 
Belief networks are a graphic representation which has focused on specializa-
tions of influence diagrams that contain only chance nodes [Coo84, KP83, Lem83, 
PV87]. These specialized representations exclusively express probabilistic relation-
ships among states of the world without explicit consideration of decisions and values. 
2.4  Reasoning with Belief Networks and Influence Diagrams 
Suppose we observe the actual value of one or more variables in a belief net-
work or influence diagram, which might have implications for other chance variables 
whose probabilities will change as a result. A variety of reasoning types are possible. 
For example, in figure 2.1, knowledge that a patient has coronary artery disease al-13 
lows us to infer predictively (i.e., in the direction of the influence arcs, generally from 
cause to effect) the changed probability that the patient will suffer future chest pain. 
Conversely, given that the patient has a specified level of chest pain and angiogram 
test outcome, we can infer diagnostically (i.e., in the reverse direction, from effect to 
cause) the probability that the patient has coronary artery disease. 
We can also calculate the expected value or utility of alternative decisions, thus 
obtaining recommendations for which a decision is preferable (optimal decisions). 
These decisions can include primary decisions, for example, whether heart surgery 
is recommended given current knowledge, and information-gathering decisions, for 
example, whether doing an angiogram test is worthwhile given its costs and the 
chance it might improve the primary decision. 
The ways of evaluating a belief network can be exact or approximate. A variety 
of exact approaches have been explored [LS88, Pea86, Sha86b] whose efficiency varies 
according to the network's characteristics. Cooper [Coo90] shows that the general 
problem of exact probabilistic inference in a belief network is NP-hard. Therefore, we 
should not expect to find an exact method that is computationally efficient for arbi-
trary networks. However, exact methods have proved practical for sizable networks. 
As so far, SPI [LDar] is found as the most efficient exact evaluation method. 
Concern about the tractability of exact methods has provoked research into ap-
proximate methods. A variety of approximate approaches also have been explored 
[Hen88, SP90, CC87, HSC89]. All these approximate algorithms are anytime algo-
rithms, that is they can be halted at any time to give an answer, and additional 
computation continually improves results. Such flexibility is valuable when there is 
uncertainty about deadlines or the cost of delaying a decision, and can be shown to 
yield increases in the expected value of reasoning [Hor88]. 
2.5  Qualitative Probabilistic Networks 
Qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs) are a graphical representation 
which is a specialization of influence diagrams [Wel90]. The interrelationships be-14 
(a) A qualitative relationship between A and B 
which indicates "A makes B more likely". 
(b) A qualitative relationship between A and B 
which indicates "A makes B less likely". 
Figure 2.2. Examples of qualitative relationships. 
tween variables in a qualitative probabilistic network are expressed by qualitative 
constraints (qualitative relationships) on the joint probability distributions over the 
variables, rather than exact numeric probability distributions over the joint  value 
space as in the influence diagrams and belief networks. For example, in the figure 
2.2, the link from A to B indicates the effect of an increase in A on B. 
Qualitative probabilistic networks are appropriate for the situation that exact 
probabilistic relationships among the variables vary from case to case but the quali-
tative relationships among the variables are reliably taken as constant. 
Though powerful in some respects, the qualitative probabilistic networks are also 
quite limited. Qualitative probabilistic networks are unable to obtain the optimal 
decisions as does influence diagrams because parallel relationships of different sign are 
indeterminate in combination ("+" + "-" = "?") [Wel90]. Qualitative probabilistic 
networks are only able to obtain the admissible directions of the problem. 15 
2.6  Summary 
In this chapter we have provided a brief background on graphical probabilistic 
or decision model representations  influence diagrams (IDs), belief networks (BNs), 
and qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs). With this background, it is easier for 
the readers to proceed to rest of the thesis. 16 
Chapter 3  
Related Research  
3.1  Overview 
This chapter reviews current KBMC systems, decision-theoretic diagnosis 
and repair, and analyses of hierarchical problem solving. The contributions of this 
thesis are primarily across these areas. The first section reviews current KBMC 
systems: [Bre92, GC90, We190, PC93, Bac93, EM93]. The second section reviews 
current diagnosis and repair modeled by influence diagram: [SW93, Pro92]. The 
third section reviews current analysis of hierarchical problem solving: [BYar]. 
3.2  Knowledge-Based Model Construction 
Knowledge-Based Model Construction (KBMC) is hybrid uses of general 
and graphical representations and automatic construction of graphical probabilis-
tic or decision-theoretic models for specific problems from a larger knowledge base 
expressed in a general representation.  Therefore, there are three aspects to any 
KBMC system: the source language (a general representation for expressing knowl-
edge base), the target language (a graphical representation for expressing graphical 
probabilistic or decision-theoretic models of specific problems), and the model con-
structor (a procedure which maps a specific problem instance from knowledge base 
in a source language into a graphical model in a target language). In order to make 
comparisons more understandable, we briefly review current KBMC systems only in 
terms of the three aspects of KBMC. 17 
3.2.1  ALTERID 
One of the first KBMC systems was Breese's Alternative Rationality for 
Intelligent Decisions (ALTERID) [Bre92]. ALTERID was a prototype intelligent 
decision system which provided alternative means of exploring and reasoning about 
decisions problems. 
ALTERID's source language was a horn-clause representation extended to ex-
press uncertainty and value information. ALTERID's target language was influence 
diagrams. Given the domain knowledge expressed in its source language, ALTERID's 
model constructor mapped a particular proposition query into a customized decision 
model, and then solved it. 
The model constructor included several deductive inference techniques based 
on query-driven backward-chaining logical inference to construct influence diagrams 
for performing decision-theoretic inference. That is, starting from the given query 
variable, the model constructor used the chains of probabilistic influence to specify 
the arcs, and the distributions provided in probability influence to parameterize the 
nodes in influence diagrams. 
3.2.2 WIMP3 
Goldman's WIMP3 [GC90] constructed a probabilistic model of story com-
prehension. This made it possible to address the problem of text understanding 
within axiomatic probability theory. 
Texts typically have enormous numbers of possible interpretations. Typically 
people view all but one or two as incredibly unlikely, but how to make this judgment 
had been proved difficult. Furthermore, the interpretations of different portions of 
the text interact. The natural language plan-recognition problem typically interacts 
with the word-sense ambiguity problem, the case determination problem, and the 
pronoun resolution problem. The sources of information in each of these areas are 
completely different. There existed neither a general theory nor an adequate set of 18 
pragmatic methods for combining theses sources of information.  WIMP3 resolved 
the above problems within axiomatic probability theory. 
The goal of WIMP3 was to choose the best interpretation of a text. WIMP3 
recast this problem as a problem in probability theory because  probability theory 
could serve a common currency in which the different sources of information could 
be combined into a single interpretation. 
WIMP3's source language was a frame-based representation for expressing plan 
part-of hierarchies in the domain. WIMP3's target language was  belief networks 
(BNs). Given the domain knowledge expressed in the source language,  WIMP3's 
model constructor mapped a text into a probabilistic model over which the best 
interpretation could be generated. 
The model constructor was a set of network construction rules similar to data-
driven forward-chaining logical inference rules, but with additional features for spec-
ifying the way arcs were added and the distributions nodes were parameterized in 
belief networks. An important distinction is that ALTERID's constructor was com-
plete, whereas WHIMP3's is deliberately incomplete. A complete model constructor 
constructs a complete model for performing decision-theoretic inference. However, 
an incomplete model constructor elaboratess a sequence of incomplete models for 
performing decision-theoretic inference. 
3.2.3 SUDO-PLANNER 
Wellman's SUDO-PLANNER [We190] formulated the space of reasonable 
therapy strategies for a medical decision problem by proving decision-theoretically 
that certain classes of plans were dominated based on qualitative relations in the 
domain. 
The knowledge required to formulate reasonable strategies is more abstract and 
robust than that needed for detailed decision-making. The abstract  knowledge is 
described in terms of highly general concepts like surgical mortality and effectiveness. 
Reasoning at abstract levels is adequate because the conclusions are valid in general 19 
situations. In contrast, for resolving decision-making we would need to specify the 
particular disease and surgery under consideration. Furthermore, decision-making 
generally requires precise assessments of such quantities as the relative desirability 
of living with the disease compared to death, which are hard to obtain. However, 
the qualitative assertions needed for the formulation of reasonable strategies, for 
example, "more severe disease is less desirable," are typically easy to obtain and 
hold with much greater confidence. 
Qualitative assertions hold in a wide variety of contexts. For example, diseases 
are bad for patients of all ages, sizes, and  shapes. Therefore, in a large knowledge-
based decision system, recognizing classes of reasonable plans at a high level before 
applying general decision methods may improve performance. 
SUDO-PLANNER's source language was a frame-based representation for ex-
pressing multi-level abstractions of qualitative relations in the domain. SUDO-
PLANNER's target language was Qualitative Probabilistic Networks (QPNs). A 
QPN represented qualitative constraints on the probabilistic relations among a set 
of variables.  Given the domain knowledge expressed in source language, SUDO-
PLANNER's model constructor mapped a changed medical data of a patient into a 
QPN over which the reasonable therapy strategies could be generated. 
Starting from an initial template qualitative probabilistic network (QPN) based 
on the given changed medical data of a patient, the model constructor was a process 
of elaborating the relations and adding related variables in the QPN according to 
the multi-level qualitative relations in the domain. 
3.2.4 DYNASTY 
Porvan's DYNASTY [PC93] was a system for dynamically constructing and 
updating influence diagrams from a knowledge base of causal relations. 
DYNASTY bore many resemblances to ALTERID. DYNASTY's source lan-
guage was a horn-clause representation  extended to express uncertainty and value 
information. DYNASTY's target language was influence diagrams. Given the do-20 
main knowledge of causal relations expressed in source language, DYNASTY's model 
constructor mapped a set of observations into a customized decision model. 
The model constructor was a Justification-Based Truth Maintenance System 
(JTMS) [Mca90] that does backward chaining in the knowledge base to identify 
the relevant nodes to construct, and then adds the necessary distributions to the 
constructed influence diagram. Given the set of causal rules in the knowledge base, 
the JTMS maintained the set of dependency relationships among the knowledge base 
variables. Therefore, for any variable x in the input observations, the JTMS could 
retrieve all variables from the knowledge base which causally influenced x.  This 
set of causally-related variables, together with the direction of causal relationship, 
constituted the influence diagram. Given the influence diagram, DYNASTY assigned 
the appropriate probability distributions from the knowledge base. 
3.2.5  Bacchus 
Bacchus [Bac93] presented a mechanism for constructing belief networks 
(BNs) from first-order probabilistic logic representation [Bac90]. 
The source language was first-order probabilistic logic representation which could 
express a wide variety of statistical assertions  and whatever could be expressed in 
first-order logic. Therefore, essential structuring mechanisms like taxonomies could 
be applied. The target language was belief networks (BNs). Given the domain 
knowledge expressed in source language, the model constructor mapped a particular 
query into a belief network. 
The model constructor was using the chains of probabilistic influence to specify 
the arcs in the network, and the local statistics to parameterize the nodes.  Lo-
cal statistics, relevant to a particular event being reasoned about, were generated 
through specificity when a collection of statistical information about classes of simi-
lar events were given. 21 
3.2.6 GRAMARYE 
In the medicine domain, Egar's GRAMARYE [EM93] developed a graph-
grammar production system that accepted patient concerns and generated a quali-
tative probabilistic network (QPN) that includes those concerns as variables. 
Usually, decision models in domain such as medicine exhibit certain prototypical 
patterns that can guide the modeling process. Furthermore, medical concepts can be 
classified according to semantic types that have characteristic positions and typical 
roles in an influence diagram. Therefore, GRAMARYE changed a constructive task 
into classification task operated by a set of graph production rules. These production 
rules dictated how a graph could be transformed and rewritten. They also offered an 
expressive and concise way to represent prototypical forms for modeling dilemmas. 
They provided high-level abstractions that helped users to manage complexities. 
GRAMARYE's source language was a frame-based representation for expressing 
the semantic classification for the medical terms in the domain. GRAMARYE's 
target language was qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs). Given the domain 
knowledge expressed in source language, GRAMARYE's model constructor mapped 
medical terms into a QPN. 
Starting from an initial template QPN based on the given medical terms, the 
model constructor was a set of graph production rules which found nodes matching 
the left region, and replaced them with nodes matching the right region. 
3.3  Diagnosis and Repair modeled by influence diagram 
Diagnosis and repair is to locate the sources of fault accounted for the ob-
served behavioral discrepancy in a device and repair the device. Usually, people prefer 
the total cost incurred in the process of diagnosis and repair to be as small as possi-
ble. Influence diagrams can be used to model both the diagnosis and repair within a 
single formalism, considering incomplete knowledge of world and cost/benefit trade-
off of actions. Therefore, all the systems of diagnosis and repair modeled by influence 
diagrams share the goal of locating and repairing the fault with the cost as small 22 
as possible, and employ actions with maximum payoff at each stage. As a result, 
we review current systems of diagnosis and repair modeled by influence diagrams 
just in terms of their working domain, knowledge used, cost consideration, and basic 
approach. 
3.3.1  IRS 
Sun's IRS [SW93] was a modeled-based diagnosis and repair system. IRS combined 
planning with GDE-style [dKW87] model-based diagnosis to achieve an integrated 
approach to repair. 
IRS's domain knowledge was the interconnection and functional behavior knowl-
edge of components in a device. IRS's cost model took into account both the eventual 
costs of repairs and the costs of device states by formalizing device-state-dependent 
probe costs. 
Beginning with initial candidate sets of multiple diagnoses generated by GDE 
diagnosis reasoner, IRS generated possible next actions, chose the most utile action, 
updated the device state and candidates sets, and looped till the device is fixed. 
3.3.2 DYNASTY 
Provan's DYNASTY [Pro92] used temporal influence diagrams to model the 
diagnosis and treatment of acute abdominal pain as the underlying disease changed 
over time. 
Temporal influence diagrams (TIDs) consisted of the union of a sequence of 
influence diagrams (IDs), with "temporal" arcs joining IDt to /Dt+i, t >= 1, based 
on the Markov process assumption  the state of a patient was independent of the 
history of the disease given the previous state. Each influence diagram modeled the 
system during a time interval. Constructing a model to diagnose acute abdominal 
pain for a single time interval might lead to inaccuracy, since many findings took 
on different meanings as disease evolved over time, both in terms of their inter-23 
relationships and the diseases indicated by the particular findings [Kah91]. Therefore, 
DYNASTY employed a TID for the medical management of acute abdominal pain. 
DYNASTY's domain knowledge was causal knowledge in the domain of acute 
abdominal pain. DYNASTY's cost model considered the costs of all actions incurred 
in the sequential process of medical management for the acute abdominal pain. 
At any time interval, the state space in DYNASTY was described by a pre-
constructed belief network (BN). A semi Markov process [HS82] described the evolu-
tion of the acute abdominal pain state space. A semi-Markov process was a relatively 
more complicated Markov process in which the time spent between states i  before 
moving to j was distributed according to an arbitrary distribution Ft,. The sequence 
of BNs (which evolved according to the semi-Markov process) together with a cor-
responding sequence of management decisions and values constituted the temporal 
influence diagram (TID). Resolving the TID, DYNASTY could obtain the treatments 
for the acute abdominal pain of a patient. 
3.4  Analysis of Hierarchical Problem Solving 
Hierarchical problem solving partitions the base-level problem search space, 
and searches for abstract solutions in an abstraction space (partitions) and refines 
them till a concrete solution is reached. The abstract space is smaller and hence 
the benefit gained by partitioning the non-abstract space often outweighs the cost of 
searching this non-abstract space. In the best case using an abstraction hierarchy in 
problem-solving can yield an exponential speedup. 
Bacchus's analysis [BYar] identified an important property of hierarchical prob-
lem solving planning: the downward refinement property (DRP). DRP holds when 
every abstract solution could be refined into a next lower level solution. This im-
plied an abstract solution could always be refined to a concrete solution without 
backtracking across abstraction levels, given that a concrete-level solution to the 
planning problem existed. Therefore, when DRP holds, it is guaranteed that using 
an abstraction hierarchy in problem-solving will yield a significant  speedup. How-24 
ever, when DRP does not hold, the planner might expend search effort trying to 
refine a particular abstract solution before discovering that it was unrefineable. This 
would cause backtracking in the abstraction hierarchy to find an alternate abstract 
solution.  If such backtracking occurred frequently, the overhead of searching the 
abstraction hierarchy could overwhelm the benefits of using abstraction. As a result, 
using abstraction might in fact decrease the efficiency of the planner. 
Bacchus provided an analytical model of expected search complexity for hier-
archical planning.  Bacchus's analysis predicted a phase region where abstraction 
provides no benefit for hierarchical planning in terms of refinement probability (P). 
Refinement probability was the probability that an abstract plan could be refined 
into a next lower level plan. The phase region was 1/B < P < 1, where B was the 
largest branching factor in the abstraction hierarchy. When P was outside the phase 
region, using abstraction hierarchy in hierarchical planning would yield efficiency 
gains. Refinement probability could be estimated by keeping track of successful and 
unsuccessful refinements from a series of experiments for a given abstraction hierar-
chy. 
There were other analyses on hierarchical problem solving. ABSTRIPS [Ear74] 
and ABTWEAK [YT90] showed that abstraction only increases search efficiency in 
hierarchies where most abstract solutions could be refined. Korf [Kor85] provided an 
analysis of the benefits of using macro operators as the abstraction device, demon-
strating that searching for an abstract solution is significantly more effieient than 
searching for a non-abstract solution.  Knoblock's analysis [Kno91] assumed that 
backtracking never occurred across abstraction levels, and then showed that search-
ing an abstraction space once would yield a significant net benefit over searching the 
base-level search space. 25 
3.5  Summary  
In the above sections we have tried to give a sense of the state of the art in 
KBMC, diagnosis and repair modeled by influence diagram, and analysis of hierar-
chical problem solving. 
KBMC has generated a lot of attention given its importance as a technique in 
generating probabilistic or decision-theoretic models whose range of applicability in 
AI has been vastly increased. Therefore, we start the analysis of current KBMC 
systems in an attempt to answer the question: Does there exist a general efficient 
KBMC method for any problem domain? We then find out that KBMC mechanisms 
are problem-characteristic dependent. The analysis is presented in chapter 9. 
In this thesis we present a new KBMC mechanism for model-based hierarchical 
diagnosis and repair, which is a decision-theoretic, hierarchical problem solver on 
modeled-based diagnosis and repair. Chapter 4 gives a more detailed description of 
our problem. Chapters 5, 6, 7 present the method. Chapter 8 then evaluates the 
method on the search efficiency. 26 
Chapter 4  
Problem Description  
4.1  Overview 
The purpose of this chapter is to make more clear the description of our 
problem, the reasons behind the directions taken in our work, our solution sketch 
to the problem, and the evaluation methodology on our work. The first section 
concentrates on the problem descriptions and research directions. The second section 
sketches the solution to the problem. The third section addresses the evaluation 
methodology. 
4.2  Problem Description and Research Direction 
In chapter 1 we have explained the advantages of diagnosis and repair mod-
eled by influence diagrams. Furthermore, influence diagrams can be automatically 
constructed through the KBMC technique from the causal knowledge in the domain. 
Therefore, we choose model-based diagnosis and repair, which employs deep domain 
knowledge to perform diagnostic reasoning, as our KBMC problem domain for in-
vestigation. Our goal is to locate and repair the fault in the device with minimum 
total cost. 
The domain knowledge employed by our model-based diagnosis and repair sys-
tem is causal pathways mentioned in chapter 1. Each causal pathway specifies how 
one component affects another in the corresponding path of interaction. That is, 
each causal pathway models the knowledge of adjacency and behavior within the 
corresponding path of interaction. Therefore, causal pathways serve as a set of fil-
ters. They restrict the categories of paths of interaction we are willing to consider. 27 
They are filters that we can carefully put in place.  If we cannot account for the 
observed behavior with the current filter in place, we replace it with one that is less 
restrictive, therefore allowing us to consider an additional category of interaction 
paths. As a result, careful organization of causal pathways allows us to make sim-
plifying initial assumptions, surrendering them gracefully to consider more complex 
hypotheses when necessary. 
However, the difficult and important work in organizing causal pathways is how 
to carefully search for a causal pathway for investigation at each time [Dav84b]. 
In this thesis, we model the search for a causal pathway for investigation decision-
theoretically. This is because decision-theoretic strategies usually result in signifi-
cant improvements over unaided human expert judgments. Furthermore, these im-
provements in performance are robust to substantial errors in the assessed costs and 
probabilities [HBH91]. After identifying a causal pathway for investigation, we also 
decision-theoretically model the search of the fault within a selected causal pathway 
by constructing or formulating an influence diagram for performing decision-theoretic 
inference using the knowledge of the causal pathway and its relevant information of 
costs and distributions. Therefore, the solution to our model-based diagnosis and 
repair task is an uniform value-driven method which uniformly treats meta-level and 
base-level tasks decision-theoretically. A meta-level task is the search for a causal 
pathway for investigation next. A base-level task is the search for the fault within a 
selected causal pathway. That is, our method takes a decision-theoretic look at the 
control of search among causal pathways and within a causal pathway. 
4.3  Solution Sketch to the Problem 
This research uses a circuit example and considers two types (causal path-
ways) of errors (device component and bridge fault errors). Consequently, there are 
three components to the application of our method to this problem: a meta-level 
component, a functional component, and a bridge fault component. The meta-level 
component formulates a decision model to determine which causal pathway to inves-28 
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Figure 4.1. The architecture of our uniform value-driven method. 
tigate next. The functional component constructs a decision model to obtain fault 
hypotheses and chooses diagnosis/repair actions within the functional causal path-
way. The bridge fault component formulates a decision model to obtain the actions 
and the fault hypotheses within the bridge fault causal pathway. The method be-
gins with the meta-level component in order to choose the initial causal pathway for 
investigation. Our method repeats this process whenever a selected causal pathway 
component reports failure. The causal pathway components declare failure when-
ever they cannot locate the fault in the corresponding layer. The architecture of our 
uniform value-driven method is shown in figure 4.1. 
Most of the past model-based diagnosis systems concentrated only on functional 
diagnostic reasoning. The objective of application of our KBMC mechanism is also 
an attempt to do functional diagnostic reasoning as well, with an additional feature of 
repair. The KBMC mechanism we present is to be applied to domains which provide 29 
functional abstraction hierarchies. A functional abstraction hierarchy specifies a 
functional abstraction structure of the device.  Functional abstraction hierarchies 
exist in many domains such as mechanical and electrical domains. 
In chapter 3 we described the three aspects of any KBMC system: a source 
language, a target language, and a model constructor. 
The source language we use is a frame-based representation for expressing the 
knowledge of all causal pathways, functional abstraction hierarchy, and some relevant 
costs and failure probability distributions in the functional and bridge-fault causal 
pathways. 
The target language we use is influence diagrams. Influence diagrams are well-
defined, formalized decision networks for which evaluation algorithms have been de-
veloped. 
The model constructor, starting from an initial template influence diagram, pro-
gressively elaborates the influence diagram. This elaboration is a top-down, hierar-
chical refinement, and is guided by the functional abstraction hierarchy for a device, 
the initial observations, and the data gathered through probe actions as the influence 
diagram is elaborated. 
4.4  Evaluation Methodology 
The KBMC mechanism we present in the functional component, in fact, is 
a hierarchical problem-solver on model-based functional diagnosis and repair. The 
model constructor searches for abstract solutions in the functional abstraction hier-
archy of a device till a base-level solution is reached. 
In chapters 1 and 3 we have explained the issues and problems in hierarchi-
cal problem solving.  Bacchus's analysis [BYar] showed the downward refinement 
property (DRP) was critical for successful hierarchical planning. If we can find the 
analog of DRP for our hierarchical diagnosis and repair, then it should play similar 
crucial role. Therefore, we analyze the DRP property of our hierarchical diagnosis 30 
and repair, and develop the evaluations of our work. Basically, the core questions we 
propose to investigate in our work are as follows: 
1. Does the downward refinement property hold in our problem domain? 
2. If the answer to the above question is no, does the expected search complexity 
using abstraction still always overwhelm that without using abstraction? 
3. The answer to question 2 may be yes or no. If yes, under which situation will 
the hierarchical problem solver perform well? If no, under which situation will 
the hierarchical problem solver provide no benefit? 
The process of investigating these above questions forms the evaluation methodology 
for our work. 
4.5  Summary 
We have described the problem, reasons behind our research direction, sketch 
of the solution, and center evaluations we emphasize on.  The whole process of 
evaluations and the results are provided in chapter 8. Chapters 5, 6, 7 present the 
complete solution to our problem domain - the functional component, the bridge 
fault component, and the meta-level component. 31 
Chapter 5  
The Functional Component  
5.1  Overview 
The functional component is the procedure which performs functional diag-
nosis and repair at its current stage. The basic task is to construct and evaluate a 
decision model to obtain fault hypotheses and choose diagnosis/repair actions. This 
construction is performed by our new knowledge-based model construction (KBMC) 
mechanism. We present this new KBMC mechanism by way of the following as-
pects: the principles, the main ideas, the definitions, the assumptions, the required 
knowledge and representation, and the algorithm. The first section addresses the 
principles and main ideas behind the KBMC mechanism. The second section de-
scribes the definitions needed in the presentation of the KBMC mechanism and the 
assumptions behind the KBMC mechanism. The third section describes the required 
knowledge and its representation. The fourth section presents the algorithm of the 
KBMC mechanism. 
5.2  Principles and Main ideas 
The general principles behind our KBMC mechanism are as follows: 
Top-down, hierarchical, incremental model construction, interleaved  
with model evaluations:  
The KBMC mechanism alternates between network expansion and network  
evaluation in order to prune the search space of subsequent network-expansions.  
As a result, the KBMC mechanism is able to maintain computational tractabil-
ity for large, complex problems.  32 
Figure 5.1. Conceptual decision model. 
Context-sensitive knowledge-retrieving: 
The KBMC mechanism only retrieves the knowledge which is relevant to the 
current problem instance to construct the network. As a result, the KBMC 
mechanism avoids unnecessary network evaluation complexity. This is because 
when irrelevant information exists in the network, unnecessary extra evaluation 
effort must be spent in order to acquire the optimal actions for the current 
problem instance. 
The main idea behind the KBMC mechanism is progressive elaboration 
of a conceptual decision model (shown in figure 5.1). This elaboration is a 
top-down, hierarchical refinement, and is guided by 
the given functional abstraction structure of a device; 
the functional causal pathway; 
the initial observations; and 
the data gathered through probe actions as the decision model is elaborated. 
The formulation of our conceptual decision model is driven by the fact that there 
are two important types of actions which are central to decision-theoretic methods 
[FB87]: 33 
Goal-achievement actions: actions which directly satisfy the agent's goal, 
such as the Treatment decision node in figure 5.1. 
Information-gathering actions: actions which reduce the agent's uncer-
tainty by gathering new information, such as the Test decision node in figure 
5.1. 
We consider only one information-gathering action and one goal-achievement action 
in each computation step. 
5.3  Definitions and Assumptions 
The terms used in the presentation of the KBMC mechanism are as follows: 
functional subsystem hierarchy: a functional abstraction structure of the 
device. Within the hierarchy, if a node Y has children F, Xl,  Xm, and F 
is the function component for node Y; then this parent-children relationship 
indicates that within the device the output value of node Y would be computed 
from the output values of its children Xl, X2,  Xm by applying the function 
of F to the output values of Xl, X2,  Xm. 
component: a leaf node of the functional subsystem hierarchy, specifying a 
primitive part of the device. 
subsystem: an internal node of the functional subsystem hierarchy, specifying 
an aggregate part of the device. 
highest faulted subsystem: the subsystem node where the initial external 
observation was taken which revealed the faulted status of a device. 
faulted subsystem hierarchy: the highest faulted subsystem and its imme-
diate children. 34 
Context: a focus of attention in the device. It consists of the set of subsystems 
or components) which are explicitly represented in our decision model. 
CS: before-action state of current Context. 
NS: after-action state of current Context.  
current horizon: If the functional component had been executed, then cur-
rent horizon contains the most recently added leaves in CS; otherwise, current  
horizon is empty.  
Test: decision regarding which testpoint should be probed. 
R: result of Test.  
Treatment: decision regarding which treatment should be taken.  
V1,  : the value function which guides model elaboration at each computation  
step is: 
C (test) + C (treatment) + C (status f ollowingtreatment) 
where C indicates the cost function.  
The computation of the costs of the alternatives of the Test and Treatment  
decisions will be described in the section of the algorithm. The cost of status-
followingtreatment is defined as follows:  
0, if the device works well after treatment.  
C(faulted device status), otherwise.  
That is, we employ the standard decision-theoretic heuristic  performing a 
successive of one-step lookahead decision-theoretic computations to 
approximate the perfect complete decision process as shown in figure 
1We will still use the same terms used for the functional subsystem hierarchy to 
represent their roles in our decision model even though they should represent the 
states of components or subsystems. 35 
Figure 5.2. The perfect complete conceptual decision model. 
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Figure 5.3. A linear structure circuit device. 
5.2, obtaining a bounded optimal solution2. The purpose of this approximation 
is to conquer the computation intractability of the perfect complete decision 
process. 
Example 5.1: Now we give some examples of circuit devices and their functional 
subsystem hierarchies shown in figure 5.3 - figure 5.8. 
2Bounded optimality [RS92]: when we impose resource constraints on optimiza-




Figure 5.4. A functional subsystem hierarchy of the circuit device in figure 5.3. 
INV1 
Figure 5.5. A tree structure circuit device. 
Example 5.2: Figure 5.9 shows an example of circuit device.  Figure 5.10 is an 
example of a functional subsystem hierarchy. 
Assume we are given a problem instance in which the set of observations is as 
follows: 
0-subsystem 
P1-subsystem  P2-subsystem  AND 
INV2 INV1 
Figure 5.6. A functional subsystem hierarchy of the circuit device in figure 5.5. 37 
INV1  
Figure 5.7. A lattice structure circuit device. 
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Figure 5.9. A circuit example. 
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Figure 5.10. One example of functional subsystem hierarchy of the device in figure 
5.9. 39 
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Figure 5.11. The faulted subsystem hierarchy.  
the input for X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 is  0, 1, 1, 1, 1}; and 
the observed output for Yrsubsystem and Y2-subsystem is {1, 1} (correct out-
put is { 0, 1}). 
Therefore, the highest faulted subsystem is Y1- subsystem. The faulted subsystem 
hierarchy' then appears in figure 5.11. 
The assumptions behind the KBMC mechanism are as follows: 
single fault; 
static diagnostic situation (stable inputs during the process of diagnostic rea-
soning); 
complete domain knowledge including functional causal pathway, functional 
subsystem hierarchy, and relevant costs and failure probability distributions; 
a subsystem is ok if and only if it produces the correct output  for any input 
(that is, for all inputs); 
a problem description including domain knowledge expressed in a source lan-
guage and a problem instance described as a set of external observations. 
'We will give an example for the other introduced terms after the presentation of 
the algorithm. 40 
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Figure 5.12. A fragment of object taxonomy within the functional component. 
5.4  The Required Knowledge and Representation 
The domain knowledge required by the functional component includes the 
functional adjacency information, functional subsystem hierarchy, functional behav-
ioral knowledge (behavior knowledge of components and subsystems) , and relevant 
information of costs and failure probability distributions for components and sub-
systems within the functional subsystem hierarchy. 
The representation we employ for the required knowledge is a frame-like spec-
ifications of classes of individuals. Components and subsystems are represented by 
objects. Objects are defined by their position in the object lattice and their associated 
attributes. An object's place in the taxonomy determines the attributes it inherits 
from and supplies to other objects. The taxonomy of objects specifies a multilevel 
description of components or subsystems that the functional abstraction structure of 
a device may take. For example, a portion of the taxonomy in our knowledge base 
appears in figure 5.12. 
The functional subsystem hierarchy is encoded in a set of objects by associating 
the objects with a successor-objects attribute describing their immediate lower level 
objects within the hierarchy. 
The functional behavioral knowledge is encoded in a set of objects by associating 
the objects with a function attribute describing their functions. 41 
The relevant information of costs and failure probability distributions for com-
ponents and subsystems within the functional subsystem hierarchy is encoded in the 
objects of components and subsystems of the hierarchy by associating the objects 
with some cost and distribution attributes describing their relevant costs and distri-
butions. The relevant cost information for a component is the replacement cost of 
the component. The relevant cost information for a subsystem are the replacement 
cost, probe cost, and inspection cost4 for the subsystem. The relevant probability 
distribution for a component is the prior failure probability distribution of the com-
ponent. The relevant failure probability distributions for a subsystem are the prior 
failure probability distribution of the subsystem and the conditional failure proba-
bility distribution for the subsystem conditioned on its predecessors. Based on the 
assumption that a subsystem is ok if and only if it produces the correct output for all 
inputs, the conditional failure probability distributions of subsystems can be elicited 
during the design time. We use the example 5.3 to present this elicitation. 
Example 5.3: Suppose the state of a subsystem A is conditioned on its predecessors 
the state of subsystem B, the state of subsystem C, and the state of a NOR gate 
(that is, the subsystem A is a parent of the function component of A NOR gate, 
the subsystem B, and the subsystem C within a functional subsystem hierarchy). 
The domain for the state of each subsystem is { ok, notok }. The domain for the state 
of the NOR gate is { ok, sa0, sal}, where sa0 indicates stuck-at-0 and sal indicates 
stuck-at-1. Then a portion of the resulting conditional failure probability distribu-
tion of the subsystem A is as follows: 
'We assume there is an inspection cost for inspecting a subsystem one step further 
such as opening a box to check the inside of the subsystem. 42 
B  C  NOR  A-is-ok A-is-notok 
ok  ok  ok  1  0 
ok  ok  sa0  .75  .25 
ok  ok  sal  .25  .75 
ok  notok  ok  .5  .5 
The value for the situation  B, C are ok and NOR is stO  is computed as follows: 
There are four possible combinations of B and C5: 




0 0  1 
Based on the above four combinations, there are 3 cases out of all 4 cases that 
A's result is 0. Therefore, there is a probability of 0.75 that the result of A is correct 
even when the NOR gate is faulted at sa0 mode. 
The value for the situation  B, NOR are ok and C is notok - is computed as 
follows: 
There are four possible combinations of B and C: 




0 0  1 
5We assume each combination equally probably happens. 43 
When B's output is 1, then A's result is independent of the value of C. When 
B's output is 0, then A's result is dependent on the value of C. Therefore, there is a 
probability of 0.5 that the result of A is correct. 
5.5  Algorithm 
When constructing a decision model, the domain of Test and Treatment in 
the conceptual decision model in figure 5.1 is completely dependent on the current 
before-action state (CS) of the focus of attention in the device (Context). When 
working with a large knowledge base, explicitly representing the entire device in 
full detail results in an intractable ID. Therefore, we build models dynamically and 
incrementally, scoping the current Context to maintain tractability. Our method for 
scoping the Context is a top-down technique performed with the aid of the functional 
subsystem hierarchy. 
Our algorithm declares failure whenever it cannot locate the fault in a path 
search on the functional subsystem hierarchy, and then returns the control to the 
meta-level component. 
The algorithm of the KBMC mechanism is as follows: 
1. If this algorithm had not been executed before, then initialize CS and NS in the 
initial concept decision model to be the faulted subsystem hierarchy; otherwise, 
execute step 2 below. 
2. Repeat functional diagnostic process until this algorithm arrives at the base 
level or finishes at a middle functional diagnostic process. (We refer this step 
as a functional path search process.) 
3. If this algorithm reports failure in a functional path search process, then return 
to the meta-level component; otherwise, exit because of success. 
Functional Diagnostic Process: 
Definition :  Define a functional diagnostic process to be a decision process 
like figure 5.1, in which current horizon contains at least one subsystem or 44 
only components. If the current horizon contains only components, then this 
process only executes step 3 and step 4 of the functional diagnostic process 
procedure shown below. Each functional diagnostic process may update the 
current decision model by expansion. 
Functional diagnostic process procedure: 
1. Define decision alternatives: 
testpoints: The set of current relevant testpoints is the set of un-
observed output points of the subsystems in current horizon. The 
decision node Test has as alternatives measuring the value of each of 
these testpoints. 
treatments for components: Each component has a set of pre-
defined treatments and their corresponding costs. For example, the 
treatments for a component NOR include "nothing" and "replace". 
treatments for subsystems: Each subsystem has treatments such 
as "nothing", "replace", and "repair". "nothing" and  "replace", like 
the treatments of components, are predefined and have their corre-
sponding costs stored in a knowledge base. However, the cost of a 
"repair" treatment may need to be computed dynamically and will 
be described later. The decision node Treatment has as alternatives 
the treatment options on components and subsystems in current hori-
zon. 
2. Compute the costs of repair alternatives: The repair treatment for 
a subsystem can be thought of as a means for focusing expansion. That is, 
when the choice of the decision node Treatment is made to be "repair" on 
a subsystem, then our method will expand this subsystem one step further 
(that is, add the children of this subsystem into CS and NS), updating 
Context. 45 
Before we make a decision on treatment, we must have the costs of 
the repair treatments of all subsystems in current horizon. We have a 
complete technique (in prepocessing) to get the exact cost value and an 
incomplete heuristic technique (in dynamic computation) to estimate the 
cost value of the repair treatment of a subsystem. The complete technique 
needs the preprocessing of the generation of the set of objects specifying 
the functional subsystem hierarchy in a particular ordering  bottom-up 
and level-order.  During the generation of these objects, the complete 
technique uses as repair cost of each leaf-level component node its re-
placement cost, and uses as repair cost of each intermediate subsystem 
node the summation of its inspection costs and the minimum repair cost 
among its children. The incomplete technique estimates the repair cost of 
a subsystem by expanding the hierarchy under it to a fixed depth horizon, 
calculating the sum of the accumulated inspection cost to each node on 
the horizon and the replacement cost of that node, and backing up the 
values computed to the subsystem using min. 
3. Evaluate the decision model: Our method uses the inference method 
in [LDar], which so far is the most efficient method of evaluating be-
lief networks, to perform the evaluations. These evaluations are done by 
transforming influence diagrams into belief networks and then apply the 
inference method on the transformed belief networks. 
4. Execute the recommended actions: 
Repair - Expand the selected subsystem in CS and NS. That is, add 
the immediate children of the selected subsystem into CS and NS. 
Let current horizon be the children of this selected subsystem in CS. 
Subsequent evaluation of the decision model will only consider the 
newly added expansions: the links coming out of the Treatment are 
only connected to the newly added nodes in NS, the links from CS to 
6We assume there is an inspection cost for expanding a subsystem one step further. 46 
R only take on the newly added nodes in CS, and the links between 
CS and NS exist only for the newly added nodes. The reason for this 
updating is that we only have to consider the newly added nodes, 
it is unnecessary to re-evaluate the nodes we have already evaluated 
within current functional path search process (under assumptions of 
fault uniqueness and stability). 
Replace - If our method makes a replacement decision on a subsys-
tem or a component, then after executing recommended actions, our 
method observes device I/O to determine system status. If the device 
still fails to work, then our method declares failure. 
Nothing  If our method makes a nothing decision, then do nothing. 
Example 5.4: We continue the circuit example in figure 5.9 and figure 5.10. Initially, 
the Context and the current horizon are empty. The demonstration of our algorithm 
to this circuit example is then as follows: 
Initialize CS and NS in the conceptual decision model to be the faulted sub-
system hierarchy:  
The resulting model' appears in figure 5.13. The Context contains Yrsubsystem,  
Pi-subsystem, P2-subsystem, and OR1 component. The current horizon con-
tains Prsubsystem, P2-subsystem, and OR1 component.  
Execute a functional path search process, which begins with a functional diag-
nostic process as follows: 
Define decision alternatives :  
testpoints : output point of P1-subsystem, output point of P2-subsystem.  
treatments for OR1 component : nothing, replace.  
treatments for Pi-subsystem, P2-subsystem : nothing, replace, repair.  
Compute the costs of repair treatments for Pi-subsystem and P2-subsystem. 
We use the information appearing in the hierarchical subsystem fragment 
'Hereafter unbounded nodes represent chance nodes. 0 
47 
1-sub N. 
P1 sub  1 -sub '-sub 'er
,A.Y -sub  Treatment P2-sub // 1 
Figure 5.13. After initializing CS and NS. 
P1-subsystem 
(inspect-cost 2) 
Q1- subsystem  Q2-subsystem  OR2 
(inspect-cost 1)  (inspect-cost 1)  (replacement-cost 1) 
NOR  INV1 
(replacement-cost 2)  (replacement-cost 1) 
Figure 5.14. A functional subsystem hierarchy fragment specifying some informa-
tion for computing the cost of a repair treatment. 
of figure 5.14 to describe how the complete technique and the incomplete 
technique compute the cost of repair treatment for Pi-subsystem. 
* the complete technique: 
In preprocessing, the generation of the set of objects specifying the 
functional subsystem hierarchy fragment as in figure 5.14 takes a par-
ticular ordering  NOR, INV1, Q1- subsystem, Q2-subsystem, OR2, 
and Pi-subsystem. During the generation of these objects, the com-
plete technique uses as repair cost of each leaf-level component node 
its replacement cost. As a result, the repair costs for NOR, INV1, 
OR2 are 2, 1, 1 respectively. The complete technique uses as repair 48 
cost of each intermediate subsystem node the summation of its inspec-
tion cost and the minimum repair cost among its children. As a result, 
the repair costs for Qi-subsystem, Q2-subsystem, P1-subsystem are 3, 
2, 3 respectively. 
* the incomplete technique: 
The incomplete technique estimates the repair cost of the Pi-subsystem 
by expanding the hierarchy under it to a fixed depth horizon. Assume 
the horizon depth from Pi-subsystem is 2. As a result, the nodes on 
the horizon are NOR, INV1, and OR2. Calculate the sum of the 
accumulated inspection cost to each node on the horizon and the re-
placement cost of that node. As a result, the sums calculated for 
NOR, INV1, and OR2 are 5, 4, and 3.  Then back up the values 
computed to Pi-subsystem using min. As a result, 3 is the estimated 
repair cost for Pi-subsystem. 
Evaluate the decision model in figure 5.13.  Assume the result of this  
evaluation is :  
Test = probe P1  
If R = Pi-subsystem is not ok, then Treatment = repair P1- subsystem.  
If R = Pi-subsystem is ok, then Treatment = replace OR1 component.  
Execute the recommended actions: assume the probe result is Pi-subsystem 
is not ok; therefore, our method executes the recommended action - re-
pair P1-subsystem. As a result, the Context contains Y1- subsystem, Pi-
subsystem, P2-subsystem, OR1 component, Qrsubsystem, Q2-subsystem, 
and OR2 component. The current horizon contains Qi-subsystem, Q2-
subsystem, and OR2 component. The resulting decision model appears 
in figure 5.15. 
This functional path search process subsequently executes the next functional 
diagnostic process. Assume our method declares failure after executing the 
recommended action replacement of OR2 component. As a result, the control 49 
PI -su 
Q2-sub 
p2 -su  1 -sub 
0 
Figure 5.15. After executing the action - repair Pi-subsystem. 
returns to the meta-level component. 
5.6  Summary 
In this chapter we have presented our KBMC mechanism.  This KBMC 
mechanism employs the construction principle of top-down, hierarchical, incremen-
tal model construction, interleaved with model evaluations; and the knowledge-
acquisition principle of context-sensitive knowledge retrieving. Such KBMC mecha-
nism is able to maintain network evaluation tractability, and should scale effectively 
for large, complex problem domains. 
Our KBMC mechanism progressively elaborates a conceptual decision model. 
This elaboration is a top-down hierarchical refinement, and is guided by the following: 
the functional causal pathway, which guides the design of the functional sub-
system hierarchy and the conditional failure probability distributions of sub-
systems; 
the initial observations, which pinpoints the highest faulted subsystem; 
the given functional abstraction structure of a device, which provides the in-
formation of faulted subsystem hierarchy and the children of each selected 
subsystem to be expanded; 50 
the data gathered through probe actions as the decision model is elaborated, 
which influences the selection of recommended treatments such as "repair" for 
expanding subsystems. That is, our model construction is incremental with 
respect to the data gathered through probe actions as the decision model is 
elaborated. 
Furthermore, the probe actions are selected based on the results of the evalu-
ations of the decision model. The purpose of each evaluation of the decision 
model is to prune the search space of subsequent model-expansions by identi-
fying the current focus of attention. 51 
Chapter 6  
The Bridge Fault Component  
6.1  Overview 
The existence of an undesired wire connecting two physically adjacent points 
of the device was termed as a bridge fault. Bridge faults can be viewed as wires that 
do not show up in the design of the device. Much of the difficulty in dealing with 
bridge faults arises because they violate the important assumption that the struc-
ture of the device is in fact as shown in the schematic [Dav84b]. Surrendering this 
assumption and considering bridge faults narrow it to a particular class of modifica-
tions to consider. However, the real problem remains making plausible conjectures 
about the modification to the structure. That is, between which two points can we 
insert a wire and produce the observed behavior? 
In this thesis we model bridge faults as occurring across adjacent pins 
at a chip of the device. The bridge fault component is the procedure which 
performs bridge-fault diagnosis and repair for our problem domain at its current 
stage. The basic tasks are to formulate a decision model for performing decision-
theoretic inference to obtain the chip hypothesis containing the bridge, and then to 
choose diagnosis/repair actions within the chip using physical packaging information 
in combination with functional pathway information. 
In the remaining sections of ,this chapter, we will discuss the main ideas, the 
definitions, the assumptions, the required knowledge and representation, and the 
algorithm used in our bridge fault component. The first section discusses the main 
ideas behind the bridge fault component. The second section describes the defini-
tions needed in the presentation of the bridge fault component, and the assumptions 
behind the bridge fault component. The third section describes the required knowl-52 
edge and its representation. The fourth section presents the algorithm used in the 
bridge fault component. 
6.2  Main ideas 
The main ideas behind the bridge fault component are as follows: 
Model the search for a chip containing the bridge fault decision-
theoretically: 
The bridge fault component uses probability information concerning potential 
bridge faults at chips to parameterize a template decision model (as shown in 
figure 6.1). Then evaluate this decision model to obtain the hypothesis of the 
chip which contains the bridge fault. 
Hereafter, we term this search among the chips as a bridge fault meta-level 
decision process. 
Perform the search of the fault within a selected chip based on the 
explicit physical adjacency representation in combination with func-
tional pathway information: 
There is an important constraint on bridge faults - they have to be physically 
plausible. Within a device, two points functionally adjacent are not necessarily 
physically related. Therefore, there is a need for explicit physical adjacency 
information in which bridge faults are local and compact [Dav84b]. We model 
bridge faults as occurring across adjacent pins at a chip. Therefore, we employ 
a representation to represent the adjacent pins at each chip, which are the lo-
cations of potential bridge fault. 
Hereafter, we term this search within a chip as a bridge fault base-level analysis 
process. 53 
Figure 6.1. Bridge fault decision model. 
6.3  Definitions and Assumptions 
The terms used in the presentation of the bridge fault component are as 
follows: 
bridge fault:  the existence of undesired wire connecting two physically 
adjacent points of a circuit. 
P: uncertain variable specifying the actual bridge fault chip. 
Chip:  chip-choice decision regarding which chip should be checked for the 
existence of the bridge fault. 
Vbf:  the value function which guides the selection of the chip for investi-
gation is: 
C(Chip)  C(statusfollowingaction), 
where C indicates the cost.  
The computation of the estimated costs of the alternatives of the Chip deci-
sion will be described in the section of the algorithm  However, the cost of  
statusfollowingaction is defined as follows:  
0, if the values of variables P and Chip are the same, i.e., the chosen chip  
is the actual bridge-fault chip.  
C(faulted device status), otherwise.  54 
The cost of faulted device status is assigned by a large number (compared with 
the costs of all chip-choice alternatives). The rationale for this modeling is as 
follows: 
The main goal of our method is to fix the faulted device.  
Therefore, a right action is always preferred, and a wrong action will result  
in a large penalty.  
pair-candidate set: within a selected chip, the set of adjacent pins whose pin 
values are not the same at the current stage. Each pair in the pair-candidate 
set will be tested for the logical possibility of the bridge fault. Since this test 
cost is so low, it is fine to test each pair in this pair-candidate set. 
culprit set: a subset of the pair-candidate set such that all pairs of adjacent 
pins in the culprit set are examined by technician effort in order to locate the 
real bridge fault and repair it. 
functional receiver component of a pin: a component in the functional 
representation which accepts as one input value the value of this pin. 
The assumptions behind the bridge fault component are as follows: 
single fault. 
A bridge fault occurs only at adjacent pins of a chip. Each chip is associated 
with a set of adjacent pair information which represents those adjacent pins at 
this chip. 
The circuits belong to the TTL family. As a result, a bridge fault acts like 
an and-gate, with ground dominating [Dav84b]. That is, suppose there is an 
undesired wire connecting X and Y for the adjacent pins (X, Y). If X and Y 
have the same values, then the addition of this wire will not change the values 
of X and Y as well as current expected output of the device. However, if X 55 
.  
Figure 6.2. Full functional representation of the bridge fault between X and Y. 
and Y do not have the same values, then the addition of this wire will change 
both X and Y to be zero; therefore, this change may accordingly change the 
current expected output of the device. 
Figure 6.2 shows a functional representation of the bridge fault between two 
physically adjacent points X and Y, which are supposed to connect to functional 
black box A and B respectively (those rectangle boxes in figure 6.2 represent 
some functional black box). 
Each chip has its own probability of potential bridge fault. 
Within a chip, the probability of bridge fault is the same for each pair of 
adjacent pins. 
Each chip has a chip identification number (chip-id). 
There is an effective procedure to compute the expected pin value of any pin 
at any chip. This computation employs the information of the set of avail-
able observations in the functional pathway as well as the device functional 
structure. 56 
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Figure 6.3. The functional subsystem hierarchy and chip information. 
Example 6.1: We continue the circuit example shown in figure 5.9. Figure 6.3 shows 
the functional subsystem hierarchy and chip information. 
Chip 1 contains NOR and INV1 components, chip 2 contains OR2 and NAND1 
components, chip 3 contains OR1 and AND component, chip 4 contains INV3 and 
NAND2 components, and chip 5 contains XOR and INV2 components8. 
6.4  The Required Knowledge and Representation 
In this thesis we model bridge faults as occurring across adjacent pins at 
a chip. We assume the circuits belong to the TTL family. Therefore, the domain 
knowledge required by the bridge fault component includes the physical adjacency 
information (information of adjacent pins at each chip ), bridge-fault behavior knowl-
edge (ground-dominating), relevant information of costs and potential bridge fault 
probability distributions for chips in the device, and the functional pathway infor-
mation. 
8We will give an example for the other introduced terms after the presentation of 
the algorithm. 57 
The representation we employ for the adjacent pins at each chip is a pair ex-
pression shown below: 
((PI N1 C1) (P2 N2 C2)). 
This expression indicates that the N1th input/output port of the component C1 is 
adjacent to the N2th input/output port of the component C2. In our circuit domain, 
we assume the following: 
P1, P2:  "in" or "out", specifying an input port or a output port; 
N1, N2:  an integer, specifying a port number (the port number for a output 
port is 1 only); 
C1, C2:  whole functional path name of components C1, C2, specifying the 
functional position of the component within the functional subsystem hierarchy 
(see the example 6.3). This naming is to facilitate the pin value computation. 
The information of adjacent pins at chips is encoded in a set of subsystem or 
component objects, which encode the functional subsystem hierarchy. That is, we 
partial hierarchically organize this information with the aid of the functional subsys-
tem hierarchy. This organization is as follows: 
chip containing only one component:  
all adjacent pair information of the chip with its chip-id are stored in the  
corresponding component object.  
chip containing multiple components with the same parent:  
all adjacent pair information of the chip with its chip-id are stored in the  
corresponding parent subsystem object.  
chip containing multiple components with different parents: 
all adjacent pair information of the chip with its chip-id are stored in the 
corresponding least common ancestor of components object.  This object is 




Figure 6.4. An example of adjacent pins represented by dash lines. 
That is, we associate each component and subsystem in the functional subsystem 
hierarchy with a chip-info attribute describing the information of adjacent pins of 
the chips covered by the object. 
We organize the information on adjacent pins at all chips along the functional 
hierarchy to make more efficiently reasoning in the bridge fault component, as will 
be explained in the section on the algorithm. 
Based on this organization, we identify each chip by a chip name - the complete 
functional path name of the cover object in combination with its chip-id number. 
This naming is to facilitate the selection of the alternatives of the Chip decision. 
This facilitation will be explained in the section on the algorithm. 
The information of the probability distributions of potential bridge fault at chips 
within the device is encoded in a set of objects, which also encode the adjacent-pin 
information for the chips, by the chip-info attributes of the objects. 
Example 6.2: We continue the example 6.1. Suppose there is a pair of adjacent 
pins in chip2, which are the second input port of OR2 component and the first input 
port of NAND1 component shown in figure 6.4. 59 
The representation we employ for this adjacent pins is the expression shown 
below: 
((out 1 /system/Yi-subsystem/Pi-subsystem/Q2-subsystem/INV1) 
(in 1 /system/Yrsubsystem/P2-subsystem/NAND1)) 
The organization of the information of adjacent pins of all chips is as follows: 
The information of adjacent pins of chipl , chip2, chip3, chip4, and chip5 is stored in 
the objects of Pi-subsystem, P2-subsystem, system, Ri-subsystem, and Y2-subsystem 
respectively. 






6.5  Algorithm 
We assume uniform probability of bridge fault for  all adjacent pins at a 
chip; therefore, we cannot differentiate them using the general decision principles. 
We, however, can differentiate the chips using the general decision principles. We 
then use the functional consequences of potential bridge faults to locate the culprit 
adjacent pins (culprit set). This avoids exhaustive manual checking of each adjacent 
pin in the chip. 
Our algorithm of the bridge fault component is as follows: 
1. Decide which chip should be checked for the existence	 of the bridge fault, 
through the bridge fault meta-level decision procedure. 60 
2. Decide which adjacent pins of the selected chip should be checked for the real 
bridge fault by a technician, through the bridge fault base-level analysis proce-
dure. 
3. If the algorithm reports failure in the bridge fault base-level analysis procedure, 
then return to the meta-level component; otherwise, exit because of success. 
Bridge fault meta-level decision procedure: 
1. Determine the chip-choice alternatives for the Chip decision: 
We model bridge faults as occurring across adjacent pins at a chip of the device. 
When a chip does not contain any component belonging to the highest faulted 
subsystem, any bridge at this chip will not influence the faulted subsystem 
output. Accordingly, there is no need to consider this chip as a chip-choice 
alternative for the Chip decision. 
The chip names of the device will facilitate the execution of this step. Based on 
the chip name of each resulting chip-choice alternative, we are able to retrieve 
the information of the adjacent pins of this chip very efficiently. That is, we or-
ganize all the bridge fault component knowledge along the functional hierarchy 
in order to make more efficient reasoning in the bridge fault component. 
2. Compute the costs of Chip alternatives: 
The cost of a chip choice is defined as the number of adjacent pins at that chip. 
Usually, the more adjacent pins a chip has, the more effort we have to put in 
locating the real bridge fault. 
3. Evaluate the bridge fault decision model: 
Our method uses the inference method in [LDar], which so far is the most 
efficient evaluation method, to perform the evaluations. 
4. Execute the recommended action: 
Get the selected chip and execute the bridge fault base-level analysis procedure. 61 
Bridge fault base-level analysis procedure: 
1. Compute the pin values:  
Compute the pin values of all pins in the selected chip.  
2. Build the pair-candidate set: 
Collect those adjacent pairs whose pin values are not the same into a pair-
candidate set. 
3. Build the culprit set: 
For each pair in the pair-candidate set, determine whether the change in one 
pin's value ( the change of pin value from 1 to 0) will influence the output of 
the functional receiver component of that pin value. If yes, put this adjacent 
pair into the culprit set. 
This step may involve searching for some functional pathway information around 
the changed value point along the functional hierarchy. That is, we have to 
consider the type of the functional receiver component and the other input pin 
values of the functional receiver component in order to determine whether the 
change in that pin value will influence the output of the functional receiver 
component of that pin value. 
4. Use technician effort: 
Use the electric tester to check the pairs in the culprit set, determining the 
actual bridge fault pair.  If this bridge fault base-level process still cannot 
locate the fault, then it declares failure. 
Example 6.3: We continue the example 6.2. Suppose now the control is transferred 
to the bridge fault component. Therefore, the bridge fault component begins to 
execute: 
bridge fault meta-level decision process: 
Select Chip alternatives: chipl, chip2, chip3. 62 
With the above Chip alternatives information, together with the number 
of pairs of adjacent pins and probability of potential bridge fault in each 
Chip alternative, evaluate the bridge fault decision model. 
Assume the result from this evaluation is to select chip2, then the recom-
mended action is to execute the bridge fault base-level analysis process on 
chip2. 
bridge fault base-level analysis process: 
Suppose one of the adjacent pins in chip2 is as follows: 
((out 1 /system/K-subsystem/A-subsystem/Q2-subsystem/INV1) 
(in 1 /system/K-subsystem/P2-subsystem/NAND1)) 
Compute the values of pins in the chip2. Now the pin values of this pair 
are (0 1).  
Since the pin values of this adjacent pins are not the same, this adjacent  
pair will be put into the pair-candidate set.  
If the second pin value of this pair changes into 0, then this change will  
influence the output of its functional receiver component NAND1 (this  
is because the other input pin value of NAND1 component is X3 whose  
value is 1). Therefore, this pair will be put into the culprit set.  
Apply technician effort on the culprit set. Assume technician effort still  
cannot locate the fault. Therefore, this bridge fault component declares  
failure and returns control to the meta-level component.  
6.6  Summary 
Bridge-fault diagnosis has been a difficult problem because bridge faults vi-
olate the important assumption that the structure of the device is in fact as shown 
in the schematic. In this thesis we model bridge faults as occurring across adjacent 63 
pins at a chip of the device. Therefore, the first task is to search for the chip hy-
pothesis containing the bridge fault. We model this search among the chips of the 
device decision-theoretically. After identifying a chip for investigation, the second 
task is to locate the bridge fault and repair it.  This bridge fault component per-
forms this search among the adjacent pins of the chip based on the explicit physical 
adjacency representation in combination with functional pathway information. The 
bridge fault component also makes use of the functional pathway information to 
facilitate the diagnostic reasoning inside it. 64 
Chapter 7  
The Meta-Level Component  
7.1  Overview 
In chapter 1 we explained the advantages of employing causal pathways for 
device troubleshooting. However, one difficult and important work in organizing 
causal pathways is to determine the choice of causal pathway for investigation at 
each time [Dav84b]. In this thesis, we consider two causal pathways (the functional 
pathway and bridge fault pathway), and we model the search for a causal pathway 
for investigation at each time decision-theoretically. The advantages of this modeling 
have been explained in chapter 4. The meta-level component is the procedure with 
which the search among causal pathways is performed. The basic task is to formulate 
and evaluate a decision model to obtain the next causal pathway for investigation 
using failure probability distributions and problem solving complexity measures in 
causal pathways. 
In this chapter we detail the meta-level component. The first section addresses 
the main idea behind the meta-level component. The second section describes the 
definitions needed in the presentation of the meta-level component, and the assump-
tions behind the meta-level component. The third section describes the required 
knowledge and its representation. The fourth section presents the algorithm used in 
the meta-level component. 
7.2  Main Idea 
The main idea behind the meta-level component is decision-theoretic 
modeling of the search for a causal pathway for investigation. At each 65 
Figure 7.1. Meta-level decision model. 
time we choose the causal pathway with maximum payoff to investigate. The meta-
level component uses the failure probability distributions of causal pathways and the 
expected costs of the investigation of causal pathways to parameterize a template 
decision model (as shown in figure 7.1). This decision model is then evaluated to 
decide which causal pathway to investigate next. 
The expected cost of the investigation of a causal pathway is defined as the sum 
of the expected external repair cost and expected internal computational cost of the 
investigation of the causal pathway. The expected internal computational cost of 
the investigation of a causal pathway is defined as the the expected units of time for 
the investigation of the causal pathway multiplied by a device break-down cost per 
unit of time. The expected units of time for the investigation of a causal pathway 
are estimated by its expected problem solving complexity measure multiplied some 
constant. 66 
7.3  Definitions and Assumptions 
The terms used in the presentation of the meta-level component are as 
follows: 
expected functional component:  
the process the functional component will execute if the meta-level component  
chooses it.  
expected bridge fault component:  
the process the bridge fault component will execute if the meta-level component  
chooses it.  
M: causal-pathway choice decision regarding which causal pathway should be 
investigated for the existence of the fault. The domain of M is {FL, BFL }, 
where FL indicates the functional component and BFL indicates the bridge 
fault component. 
I: uncertain variable specifying the actual causal pathway in which the fault 
has occurred. 
VM: the value function which guides the selection of causal pathway: 
OUTCOME SPACE  
M I  VM  
FL  FL  Xi*u+X2  
FL  BFL  Xi*u+X2+Yi*u+Y2  
BFL FL  li*n+Y2-FX1*u+X2  
BFL BFL  Yi*u+Y2  
X1: expected time for the expected functional component. 
X2: expected total replacement cost and inspection cost in the expected 
functional component. (We assume there is an inspection cost for inspect-
ing a subsystem one step further such as opening a box to check the inside 
of the subsystem.) 67 
expected time for the expected bridge fault component. 
If2: expected final technician effort cost in the expected bridge fault com-
ponent. 
u: device break-down cost per unit of time. 
The assumptions behind the meta-level component are as follows: 
single fault. 
assumptions for the expected functional component in order to make the anal-
ysis more tractable: 
bavg: average number of the branches in the functional subsystem hierar-
chy. 
d: maximum depth of the functional subsystem hierarchy. 
dmas: maximum depth from the current horizon to the base level in the 
functional subsystem hierarchy. 
feval:  a function which computes the estimated number of multiplica-
tion operations required for evaluating a given influence diagram. This 
function uses the formula - k * Ddim [LD92]  to estimate the number of 
multiplications required for evaluating a given influence diagram, where k 
is a constant, D is the average domain size of the variables in the influence 
diagram, and dim is the dimensionality of the influence diagram. 
IDi: expected influence diagram of the ith functional diagnostic process. 
It is derived from the current IDi_1 by adding bayg nodes and associ-
ated links to a node in the current horizon of ID1_1. ID0 is the initial 
conceptual decision model described in the first section of chapter 5. 
idi:  fevai(IDi), estimated number of multiplication operations required 
for evaluating the current expected influence diagram IDi. 68 
assumptions for the expected bridge fault component: 
p:  number of remaining chips in the device. 
m: average number of adjacent pins on a chip.  
ID: bridge fault decision model.  
Tpinvalue:  expected number of gate computation required to compute  
any pin value of a chip. This pin value computation employs the informa-
tion of the set of available observations in the functional pathway as well 
as the device functional structure. 
The computation time of all gates is the same. 
C: comparison operator. 
G: gate computation operator. 
U: multiplication operator. 
7.4  The Required Knowledge and Representation 
The domain knowledge required by the meta-level component includes the 
failure probability distributions within causal pathways and the relevant cost in-
formation about components and subsystems in the functional pathway and the 
technician cost in the bridge fault pathway. 
The failure probability distributions within causal pathways is encoded in a set of 
objects the functional object and the bridge-fault object by associating each object 
with a failure-probability attribute describing the failure probability distribution of 
the corresponding causal pathway. 
The relevant cost information about components and subsystems in the func-
tional pathway and the technician cost in the bridge fault pathway have already 
been described in the chapters of the functional component and the bridge fault 
component respectively. 69 
7.5  Algorithm 
Before we evaluate the meta-level decision model to obtain the next causal path-
way for investigation, we have to parameterize the meta-level decision model. The 
required parameters are shown in the value function VM. They are Xi (expected 
time for the expected functional component), X2 (expected total replacement cost 
and inspection cost in the expected functional component), Y1 (expected time for 
the expected bridge fault component), and Y2 (expected final technician effort cost 
in the expected bridge fault component). 
The process of the expected functional component is as follows: 
If the functional component has previously been executed and reported failure at 
a node A of the functional component decision model, the current Context will be 
modified, and then the functional component will be restarted. 
The procedure of the expected functional component is as follows: 
1. If the functional component has not yet executed, initialize CS and NS in the 
conceptual decision model with the faulted subsystem hierarchy and proceed 
to step (4). 
2. Prune node A and its associated links in the current functional component 
decision model. 
3. Within the scope of the highest faulted subsystem, let the sibling of node A with 
the same parent (node B) be the current horizon of the functional component 
lookahead.  If node A is the only child of its parent, then prune the whole 
subtree rooted at node B, and let the sibling of node B with the same parent 
(node C) be the current horizon of the functional component lookahead. 
4. Execute step (2) in the algorithm of the functional component in the fourth 
section of the chapter 5. 70 
The process of the expected bridge fault component is as follows:  
If the bridge fault component has previously been executed and reported failure at  
a selected chip C, then the chip C will be deleted from the set of chips of the device,  
and the bridge fault component will be restarted. The procedure of the expected  
bridge fault component is the same as the algorithm in the fourth section of the  
chapter 6.  
We estimate those parameters for the expected functional component and the 
expected bridge fault component according to the algorithm of the meta-level com-
ponent. 
The algorithm of the meta-level component is as follows: 
1. Compute the expected time of the expected functional component -
X1: 
The expected functional component will build and evaluate a sequence of pro-
gressively refined decision models through a succession of functional diagnostic 
processes. The expected problem solving complexity measure of this process is 
estimated as follows: 
In each functional diagnostic process, we assume the time complexity to 
compute the repair treatment costs and the time complexity to expand 
and modify an influence diagram are constant, given bang. 
Total expected time complexity measure of the expected functional com-
ponent is calculated by the following :  
After the process of expected functional component arrives at a new hori-
zon, it may require between one and dmax +l functional diagnostic pro-
cesses to obtain the bounded optimal solution:  71 
1 functional diagnostic process  idd-cln. 
2 functional diagnostic processes  idd-d. + 2dd-dma.+1 
3 functional diagnostic processes  idd_dma. + 2dd-dma.+1 + idd-d.+2 
dmax functional diagnostic processes  idd_dma, + idd-d,,x+i +  + idd-i 
dmar+i functional diagnostic processes idd_dmax + idd-d,x+i + .  -I- idd_i + idd 
That is, after the process of expected functional component arrives at 
a new horizon, it may require i functional diagnostic processes, i=1 to 
dmax+1, to obtain the bounded optimal solution, and its total amount of 
work required is Elio idd-d.+k 
We assume that there is a uniform distribution among the cases from i = 
1 to dmax+1. 
Hence, the final expected time complexity measure for investigating the  
expected functional component is  
idd-dmar + dmoz/(dmax-Fl) *idd_d,,x+1.-1- (dma.-1)/dmax-Flridd_d,z+2 +  
...+1/(dmax+l) *idd.  
As a result, the exptected time of the expected functional component - X1 
is estimated by the above expected time complexity measure multiplied 
the time units required to perform a multiplication operation. 
2. Compute the expected external repair cost (the expected total re-
placement cost and inspection cost) of the expected functional com-
ponent - X2: 
The expected external repair cost is estimated by computing the sum of the 
accumulated inspection cost and replacement cost of each node on and beyond 
the current horizon, averaging the computed sums at each level of the hierarchy, 
and then using as the estimated expected external repair cost the uniformly 
expected values of those averaged sums. 72 
Expand the current horizon till a base level is reached.  
At each node, calculate the current accumulated inspection cost from the  
current horizon and then add it to the current replacement cost. We call 
this summation value x2. 
At each level, calculate the average corresponding x2 value, say x2, where 
i represents the execution of ith functional diagnostic processes from the 
current horizon, and after these i functional diagnostic processes, the ex-
pected functional component will stop at the (d  dmax + i  1)th level of 
the functional subsystem hierarchy. 
After the process of expected functional component arrives at a new hori-
zon, it may require between one and 4-4.,-F1 functional  diagnostic pro-
cesses to obtain the bounded optimal solution: 
1 functional diagnostic process  x1 2 
2 functional diagnostic processes  X2
2
dmax+1 dmax-1-1 functional diagnostic processes  x2
That is, after the process of expected functional component arrives at 
a new horizon, it may require i functional diagnostic processes,  i=1 to 
dmax+1, to obtain the optimal solution, and the amount of external repair 
cost required is x2. We assume that there is a uniform distribution among 
the cases from i = 1 to dmax-I-1. 
Hence, the expected total inspection cost and replacement cost will equal 
1/(dmax+1) * (xl + 4 +  +xlmax+1)-73 
3. Compute the expected time of the expected bridge fault component: 
Y1: 
The expected time of the expected bridge fault component is estimated by going 
through each step of the algorithm for the bridge fault component and obtaining 
the complexity measure of each step in terms of the basic operation of that step, 
summing over those complexity measures with a same basic operation, using as 
estimated expected time of the expected bridge fault component the weighted 
sum of those complexity-measure sums with each weight representing the time 
units required to perform its corresponding basic operation. 
Search for the chip-choice alternatives for the decision Chip in the bridge  
fault decision model :  
O(p) *C.  
Evaluate the bridge fault decision model: 
0(fevai(ID)*I.J.  
Compute pin values in a selected chip:  
0(2*M*Tpin-value)*G  
Within a selected chip, search for those adjacent pairs  whose pin values 
are not the same and then put them in the current pair-candidate set: 
0(m)*C. 
Iterate the examination process over pairs in the current pair-candidate 
set in order to build the culprit set: 
0 ( ( 1 /2)*M*Texamine), 
where Texamine = Tpinvalue*G+G+C and it represents the amount of time 
required to perform an examination process. In an examination process, 
the expected bridge fault component must, at most, obtain the other 
pin value of the current functional receiver component, compute the new 
output of this functional receiver component, and then compare this new 
output with the original output. 74 
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Figure 7.2. The initial updated decision model in the expected functional compo-
nent. 
The total expected complexity measure for investigating the expected 
bridge fault component is 
(p+3/2*m)*C+(h../(ID)*U +(1/2*m*(5*Tpin-value+1))*G. 
As a result, the expected time of the expected bridge fault component is esti-
mated by 
(p  3/2 * m) * time  units  required  per  comparison+ 
fevat(I D)* time  units  required  per  multiplication+ 
1/2 * m * (5 * Tpinvalue + 1) * time  units  per  gate  computation. 
4. Compute the expected external repair cost (final technician effort 
cost) of the expected bridge fault component - Y2. 
For simplicity, we may assume Y2 is a constant. 
Example 7.1: We continue the example 5.4. The control returns to the meta-level 
component. In the expected functional component, after node-pruning, the resulting 
decision model appears in figure 7.2. 
As a result, the relevant information for the expected functional component is 
as follows: 75 
Figure 7.3. The expected influence diagram of the first functional diagnostic process. 
Figure 7.4. The expected influence diagram of the second functional diagnostic 
process. 
current horizon: IQ  subsystem, Q2  subsystem }. 
ba: 3. 
d: 4.  
dmax: 1.  
I Di: appearing in figure 7.3.  
/D2: appearing in figure 7.4.  76 
The dimensionality of each expected influence diagram I Di is 2*bavg-F1. The differ-
ence in evaluation complexity between two successive expected influence diagrams 
is Db-g+1, where D is the average domain size of variables in the functional deci-
D2*bavg+i, id2  D2.6.vg+i  Dba,91-1, and  so on. sion model. As a result, id1 
After obtaining these idi's values, it is very straight forward to obtain the expected 
complexity measure for the expected functional component as well as the X1's value. 
The relevant information for the expected bridge fault component is as follows: 
The dimensionality of bridge fault decision model - ID - is 2, and the average 
domain size of variables in ID is the number of chip-choice alternatives. As a 
result the time to evaluate the bridge fault decision model is 
the  number  of  chip  choice - alternatives2 * time  units - required 
per  multiplication. 
The expected number of gate computations required to compute any pin value 
of a chip - Tpin-value  is estimated as follows: 
Keep track of the last observation made in the most recently executed func-
tional component, the average depth of highest pin points and the average 
depth of lowest pin points in the current set of chip-choice alternatives. Com-
pute the expected number of gate computations for a pin located at a depth 
from the average depth of highest pin points to the average depth of lowest 
pin points. Use as the expected number of gate computations required to com-
pute any pin value of a chip the uniformly expected values of those computed 
expected gate-computation numbers of pins. 
Assume all gates in the circuit are binary, the circuit is balanced, and 
each pin is associated a circuit depth number which indicates the depth 
of this pin within structure of the circuit. (The pins on the circuit-input 
level are with circuit depth 0.) 
Let d-obs represent the circuit depth of the last (lowest) observation point 
probed in the most recently executed functional component. 77  
Let d-max, d-min represent the average circuit depths of the highest pin 
points and the lowest pin points among the chip-choice alternatives. 
Let P represent the probability that a pin falls in the scope of highest 
faulted system. P is estimated by the ratio of the number of components 
within the scope of highest faulted subsystem over the total number of 
components within the set of chip-choice alternatives. 
There are three cases for estimating the value of Tpin-vatue: 
1. If d-max is smaller than d-obs, then the last observation in the most 
recent functional component does not help in pin value computations: 
pin location (curcuit depth)  expected number of gate computations 
d-max  2d max  1 
d-max-1  2dmax-1  1 
2dmin  1 d-min  
We assume there is a uniform distribution among the above cases.  
Therefore,  
Tpinvalue = (Ecii dm_mr in (21  1 ) ) / (d-max  d-min + 1)  
2. If d-min is bigger than d-obs, then the last observation in the most 
recently executed functional component can help in pin value com-
putations if the pins are within the scope of highest faulted system 
because all the functional observations must be within the scope of 
highest faulted subsystem. 
Suppose there is a pin with circuit depth d,na Then, with probability 
P, its expected number of gate computations is estimated as follows 
(making use of the available observations in the functional pathway): 78  
the highest observation point depth	  expected number of gate computations 
d-max  0  
d-max-1  2d-max/2  
2d -max /2  2dmax/4  d-max-2 
d-obs	  2dmax/2  2dmax/4+...-1-
2dmax pdmaxdobs  
We assume there is a uniformly distribution among the above cases. 
Furthermore, with probability 1-P, the expected number of gate com-
putations of that pin is estimated by 2". 1 because this pin is not  
within the scope of highest faulted subsystem and all the functional  
observations only occurred within the scope of highest faulted sub-
system.  
Therefore, we are able to compute the expected number of gate com-
putations for a pin with circuit depth of d-max.  
Same computation applies to the pins with circuit depths from dmax  
1 to drain.  Then again we assume there is a uniform distribution  
among the cases of pins with circuit depths from d-max to d-min. As  
a result, we would obtain the value for Tpin-value  
3. If the value of d-obs is between the values of d-max and d-min, then 
we just divide the pins with circuit depth from d-max to d-min into 
2 groups: 
the first group is the pins of circuit depth from d-max to (d-min  (d-
max - d-min)/2) (that is, we assume (d-min  (d-max  d-min)/2) is 
greater than d-obs), and the second group is the pins of circuit depth 
from (d-min  (d-max  d-min)/2)-1 to d-min (that is, we assume 
(d-min  (d-max  d-min)/ 2)-1 is smaller than d-obs). 79 
Then, the expected number of gate computations for a pin in the 
first group is estimated as in case 1. The expected number of gate 
computations for a pin in the second group is estimated as in case 2. 
Then we assume there is a uniform distribution among the cases pins 
of circuit depths from d-max to d-min. As a result, we would obtain 
the value for 717,invalue 
After we obtain this relevant information for the expected bridge fault compo-
nent, it is very straightforward for the computation of the expected time of the 
expected bridge fault component. 
7.6  Summary 
Modeling the domain knowledge with causal pathways allows us to make sim-
plifying initial assumptions, surrendering them gracefully to consider more complex 
hypotheses when necessary during device troubleshooting. However, one difficult and 
important work in organizing causal pathways is to determine the choice of a causal 
pathway for investigation at each time. In this thesis, we consider two causal path-
ways (the functional pathway and bridge fault pathway), and we model the search 
among causal pathways decision-theoretically. The meta-level component uses the 
information of failure probability distributions and complexity measures computed 
in causal pathways to formulate a decision model. Then the meta-level component 
evaluates this decision model to obtain the next causal pathway for investigation. 80 
Chapter 8  
Evaluation  
8.1  Overview 
When we restrict the fault hypothesis only to the functional pathway, then 
the KBMC mechanism we present in chapter 5  the functional component, in fact, 
is a hierarchical problem-solver for model-based functional diagnosis and repair. The 
model constructor searches for abstract solutions in the functional abstraction hier-
archy of a device till a base-level solution is reached. 
Bacchus's analysis [BYar] identified an important property of hierarchical plan-
ning: the downward refinement property (DRP). The DRP holds when every abstract 
solution can be refined into a next lower level solution. This implies an abstract so-
lution could always be refined to a concrete solution without backtracking across ab-
straction levels, given that a concrete-level solution to the planning problem existed. 
Bacchus showed that, when DRP held, it was guaranteed that using an abstraction 
hierarchy in planning will yield a significant speedup. However, when DRP did not 
hold, the planner might expend search effort trying to refine a particular abstract 
solution before discovering that it was not refineable. This would cause backtracking 
in the abstraction hierarchy to find an alternate abstract solution. If such backtrack-
ing occurred frequently, the overhead of searching the abstraction hierarchy could 
overwhelm the benefits of using abstraction. As a result, using abstraction might in 
fact decrease the efficiency of the planner. That is, Bacchus's analysis showed the 
downward refinement property (DRP) or near DRP was critical for successful hier-
archical planning. If we can find an analog of the DRP for our hierarchical diagnosis 
and repair, then it should play similar crucial role. Therefore, in this chapter we 81 
analyze the DRP property of our hierarchical diagnosis and repair, to evaluate our 
work. The core questions we propose to investigate in our work are as follows: 
1. Does the downward refinement property hold in our problem domain? 
2. If the answer to the question is no, does the expected search complexity using 
abstraction still always overwhelm that without using abstraction? 
3. The answer to question 2 may be yes or no. If yes, under which situation will 
the hierarchical problem solver perform well? If no, under which situation will 
the hierarchical problem solver provide no benefit? 
The process of investigating these above questions forms the evaluation methodology 
for our work. 
The first section presents a modified form of the functional component so that 
we restrict the search of fault hypothesis to the functional pathway, ignoring the 
meta-level component and bridge fault component. The second section shows the 
DRP property does not hold in our problem domain. The third section analyzes the 
expected search complexity of our method with and without the functional subsystem 
hierarchy. We conclude that hierarchical diagnosis always yields significant gains 
over flat diagnosis. The fourth section shows that hierarchies with smaller branching 
factor yield higher search efficiency than those with larger branching factor. The fifth 
section discusses the implication of our analysis and shows some experimental results 
comparing flat diagnosis and hierarchical diagnosis with a low branching factor. 
8.2  The Modified Algorithm for The Functional Component 
When we restrict the fault hypothesis only to the functional pathway, there is 
no needs for the bridge fault component or meta-level component, and the algorithm 
of the functional component needs to be modified slightly to reflect this change. The 
goal of this modified method is still to locate and repair the fault at the minimum cost. 
Our method declares failure whenever it cannot locate the fault in the corresponding 
path search on the functional subsystem hierarchy.  If our method had previously 82 
been executed and reported failure, the current Context will be modified, and then 
our method will backtrack. 
The modified algorithm of the functional component is as follows: 
1. Initialize CS and NS in the initial concept decision model to be the faulted 
subsystem hierarchy. 
2. Repeat functional diagnostic process until our method arrives at the base level 
or finishes at a middle functional diagnostic process. (We refer this step as a 
functional path search process.) 
3. If our method reports failure in a functional path search process, then go to 
step (4); otherwise, exit for success. 
4. Update the current Context: prune node A (the node in current horizon where 
our method reports failure to locate the fault), its corresponding node in NS, 
and associated links in the current decision model. 
5. Within the scope of the highest faulted subsystem, let the siblings of node A 
with the same parent (node B) be current horizon. If node A is the only child of 
its parent, then prune the whole subtree rooted at node B and its corresponding 
part in NS, and let the sibling of node B with the same parent (node C) be the 
current horizon with corresponding modification in the decision model. 
6. Loop from step (2) until our method locates and repairs the fault. 
The functional diagnostic process is the same as in the fourth section of chapter 5. 
8.3	  Analysis of the DRP Property of Our Hierarchical Diagnosis and 
Repair 
In this section we investigate the first core question  Does the downward 
refinement property hold in our problem domain? Bacchus's analysis [BYar] of hi-
erarchical planning has a significant influence on our investigation. We will use the 83 
same terminologies as in [BYar] to present our analysis.  However, there are differ-
ences between the analysis in [BYar] and ours. In  Bacchus's hierarchical planning, 
the abstraction hierarchy is generated by a hierarchical planning method. Therefore, 
each node in this hierarchy is an abstract solution. Refinement probability (P) is the 
probability that any abstract solution can be refined into a next lower level abstract 
solution. In our method an abstraction hierarchy is provided in advance, but not 
every node in this hierarchy is an abstract solution. Abstract solutions are those 
nodes explored by our method, and the refinement probability (P) is the probability 
that the fault is in the sub-hierarchy rooted at an abstract solution. We use the term 
"good branch" to denote that arc from an abstract solution to its immediate child 
containing the fault. 
8.3.1  Abstraction Hierarchy 
The functional subsystem hierarchy defines the search space explored by our method. 
In this hierarchy each node at level i represents a candidate for an i-th level abstract 
solution. Leaf nodes are base-level solution candidates, i.e. faulted component can-
didates. The levels of the hierarchy are numbered {11,...,0} with the roots being at 
level n and the leaves at level 0. The abstraction hierarchy will have a branching 
factor that may vary from node to node. This branching factor is the number of 
children of a given node. Let the maximum of these branching factors be B. For 
simplicity, we will use B as the branching factor for all nodes in the hierarchy; we 
assume Bn  C, where C is the number of components in the device. 
8.3.2  Refinement Probability 
The refinement probability (P) usually depends on the hierarchical problem solver, 
abstraction hierarchy, and current knowledge about the problem domain. The hier-
archical problem solver utilizes the knowledge about the problem domain to search 
for the abstract solutions till a base-level solution is reached over the abstraction 
hierarchy. The method of a hierarchical problem solver in obtaining next lower level 84 
abstract solutions determines whether the DRP property holds in its problem do-
main. When the method of the hierarchical problem solver in obtaining next lower 
level abstract solutions is a guaranty, then the DRP property holds in its problem 
domain. When the method of the hierarchical problem solver in obtaining next lower 
level abstract solutions is not a guaranty, then the DRP property does not hold in its 
problem domain. A guaranty is defined as a method which guarantees that each such 
lower level abstract solution can be further refined into next lower level solutions. 
When the DRP property does not hold in a problem domain, then the refinement 
probability P could be estimated by keeping track of successful and unsuccessful 
refinements from a series of experiments for a given abstraction hierarchy.9 
In our case, the hierarchical problem solver is our method; the hierarchy is 
the functional subsystem hierarchy; the current knowledge about problem contains 
cost information and failure probability distributions of components and subsystems 
within the functional subsystem hierarchy. Our hierarchical problem solver utilizes 
the knowledge of these costs and failure probability distributions to perform a se-
quence of model elaborations and model evaluations, searching for abstract solutions 
on the abstractions hierarchy till a base-level is reached. The method of our hi-
erarchical problem solver in obtaining next lower level abstract solutions is not a 
guaranty. That is  ,  it is not guaranteed that each such lower level abstract solution 
obtained by our method can be further refined into a next lower level solution. This 
non-guarantee is due to the nature of decision-theoretic methods. Decision-theoretic 
methods take account of all available information to give us the best possible logical 
decision. They minimize the consequences of getting unfavorable outcome. However, 
good decisions may not result in good outcomes because of bad luck. As a result, we 
can not certify that each abstract solution must be able to be refined into a next-
level solution. That is, the DRP property does not hold in our problem domain. 
91t is difficult to formalize the actual formal relationships among the refinement 
probability P, the hierarchical problem solver, the knowledge of the problem do-
main, and the abstraction hierarchy. This difficulty comes from the complex in-
teractions among the hierarchical problem solver, the knowledge of the problem 
domain, and the abstraction hierarchy. 85 
Therefore, there may be some backtracking across abstraction levels, and we have to 
analyze the efficiency of our hierarchical problem solver. 
8.4  Analysis of Expected Search Complexity 
Since the DRP property does not hold in our problem domain, we have to 
investigate the second core question  the expected search complexity using abstrac-
tion always overwhelm that without using abstraction? We are interested in the 
expected complexity of search when a base-level solution exists. 
The basic analysis is as follows: 
NodeWork(i): the amount of work required to refine an abstract solution at 
level i to level i-1. 
The major work in refining an abstract solution is to evaluate the current 
decision model. According to [LDar], the expected complexity of evaluating 
an influence diagram (ID) is kDdim ,  where k is a constant, D is the average 
domain size of variables in this ID, and dim is the dimensionality of this ID. 
The dimensionality of our decision model is always (2*branching-factor+1). 
Hence, we havel° NodeWork(i). 
k D 2B +1 
BadTreeWork(i): the expected amount of computation required to search a 
sub-hierarchy with root at level i that does not contain a good branch. 
To ensure that a sub-hierarchy is bad, we have to search until we have exhausted 
all candidate good branches. Therefore, we have to examine all of the B sub-
hierarchies under the root, and all of them must be bad (otherwise, this sub-
hierarchy would not be bad). This process has to stop by level 1. Therefore, 
BadTreeWork(0)= 0. In each functional diagnostic process, our method always 
has to evaluate the decision model to obtain the results of Test and Treatment, 
and this requires NodeWork(i)=  kD2B-E1  Test and Treatment subsequently 
perform their roles respectively: in the worst situation, a Test decision probes 
1°NodeWork(i) may decrease from time to time because of observations and node-
pruning. For simplicity we will use kD2B+1 for all occasions. 86 
a candidate child node and observes "ok" status, and a Treatment decision may 
expand another candidate child node till the base level and reports failure. As 
a result, roughly 1/2 of the children will be expanded. Therefore, we obtain 
the recurrence relation: 
BadTreeWork(i)  1-1 I2(N odeW ork(i)  BadTreeWork(i  1)). 
After solving this recurrence relation, we obtain 
BadTreeWork(i) = k(11 3 12)i- 1 D2B+1. 
Furthermore, 
n-1  n-1  
E BadTreeWork(i) = kD2B+1 E(1/3/2)i-1 a k(1/3/2r2D2B+1,  
i=1  i=1  
which will be used later.  
GoodTreeWork(): the expected amount of computation required to search 
a good sub-hierarchy with root at level i, i.e., a sub-hierarchy which contains 
the faulted component. 
Our goal is to analyze GoodTreeWork(n). To examine a good sub-hierarchy, 
we have to search the sub-hierarchies under the root, looking for the good sub-
hierarchy rooted at the next lower level. However, before we find the good 
sub-hierarchy, we may encounter some bad sub-hierarchies. Now the refine-
ment probability P is the probability that an abstract solution can have a good 
branch; therefore, 1-P is the probability that this abstract solution can not 
have a good branch, that is, the other nodes, having the same parent in ID 
as this abstract solution, include the good branch. The expected number of 
bad-sub-hierarchies searched before finding the good sub-hierarchy is then as 
follows": 
"The last expression holds for P >= 0.3; however, even if P < 0.3, the following 
qualitative analysis still holds. 87 
Ert2-1 i * Prob(num_bad_sub_hierarchy_searched = i) 
>T12-1 i(1  P)= P, (1  P) <1  
< P(1  P)B.  
Therefore, 
GoodTreeWork(i) ti 
P(1  P)B(NodeWork(i)  BadTreeWork(i 
NodeWork(i)  GoodTreeWork(i  1). 
Hence, 
GoodTreeWork(i) ti 
P(1  P)BBadTreeWork(i 1) + (P(1  P)B + 1)NodeWork(i)+ 
GoodTreeWork(i  1). 
GoodTreeWork(n) f-
P(1  P)BE7fil BadTreeWork(i) + (P(1  P)B +1)a_i NodeWork(i). 
kD2B÷1(P(1  P)B(1/3/2)n-2  n(P(1  P)B + 1)). 
GoodTreeWork(flat): the expected amount of computation required to find 
the faulted component for flat diagnosis. 
Let the flat model be the model where CS and NS in our conceptual decision 
model contains all the components of the device, i.e., we can think that the flat 
model has a corresponding functional subsystem hierarchy with depth 1 and 
branching-factor Bn, and the leaves of this hierarchy are all the components 
of the device. Let GoodTreework(flat) be the expected amount of computa-
tion required to find the faulted component for flat diagnosis.  NodeWork(flat) 
is the expected amount of computation required to evaluate this flat model 
ID. Since the dimensionality of our decision model is  always (2*branching-
factor-1-1).  Hence, the expected complexity of evaluating this flat model 
NodeWork(flat) = k' Dwn+1. Let P' be the refinement probability for flat 
diagnosis. Therefore, 
GoodTreeWork(flat) N k'(P'(1  P')Bn -1-1)D213n+1. 88 
Speedup is the ratio between GoodTreework(flat) and GoodTreeWork(n). 
GoodTreeWork (flat) / GoodTreeWork(n) ,-
(1c1131(1  P')BnD2Bn+1)1(kP(1  P)B(1B/2)n-2D2B-1-1)  
2n-2BD2c-2B » 1.  
As a result, we can conclude that the expected search complexity using ab-
straction always overwhelms that without using abstraction. 
8.5  Further Analysis 
Based on the analysis of the above section, we know the expected search com-
plexity using abstraction is always much lower than that without using abstraction. 
Therefore, we proceed to investigate the third core question - under which situation 
will the hierarchical problem solver perform well? 
The investigation is then as follows: 
Smaller B yields smaller values in GoodTreeWork(n). 
Now we want to show smaller B will yield smaller expected search computation 
time. We know the number of components in the device is C and Bn N C. We 
assume D > 2. Then n rs, log C/ log B (here we use base 2 for log). Let 
= kD2B+113(1  P)B(1B/2)n-2, and 
T2 = kD2B+17.1(1 + P(1  P)B)). 
We will show when B is smaller, T1 and T2 both become smaller. Therefore, 
we can conclude that when B is smaller, GoodTreeWork(n) becomes smaller. 
log Ti  
log k + log P + log(1  P) + log B + (2B + 1) log D+  
(log C/ log B  2)(log B  1) ts-,  
log B + (2B + 1) log D + log C  2 log B  log C/ log B + 2  
(2B + 1) log D  log B + log C  log C/ log B + 2.  89 
We know (2B + 1) log D  log B and log C  log C/ log B + 2 get smaller when 
B is smaller because log D > 1. Therefore, we know T1 gets smaller when B is 
smaller. Similarly we also can show T2 gets smaller when B is smaller. 
log T2 
log k + (2B + 1) log D + log log C  log log B + log P  log(1  P) + log B 
(2B + 1) log D + log log C  log log B + log B 
It's obvious that (2B+ 1) log D +log log C log log B+log B (and hence T2) gets 
smaller when B is smaller because log D > 1. As a result, GoodTreeWork(n) 
gets smaller when B is smaller. 
Smaller B yields higher speedup over the flat model.  
From the speedup ratio in the last section, we can show that when B gets  
smaller, speedup will become larger.  
log speedup  ratio 
(log C/ log B 2) log 2 + log B  (2C  2B) log D 
(log C/ log B) + log B 2C log D 2B log D ti 
(log C/ log B) + log B 2B log D. 
We know log C/ log B and log B 2B log D get larger when B is smaller. There-
fore, we can conclude that smaller B yields higher speedup over the flat model. 
8.6  Implication of Analysis and Experimental Results 
We will now give an intuitive rationale for our results. We also show some 
experimental results that reinforce the results from the analysis. 
8.6.1  Implication of Analysis 
The analysis in the third and fourth sections tells us that no matter what the 
branching-factor (B) is, with our method, hierarchical diagnosis always yields signif-
icant gains over flat diagnosis, and when B is smaller, we can gain more efficiency. 90 
This is to be expected: the complexity for evaluating an influence diagram (ID) grows 
exponentially with its dimensionality, the dimensionality of our resulting ID is always 
2*branching-factor-1-1, and hence the flat model has exponential dimensionality over 
the hierarchical model (IDs constructed for hierarchical diagnosis). Therefore, the 
resulting complexity of evaluating the hierarchical model will be much smaller than 
the flat model. Furthermore, a smaller B for the hierarchical model will result in 
smaller dimensionality and a smaller expected portion of abstraction sub-hierarchies 
needed to be searched. Therefore, for a given local device, when applying our model 
construction method, one should formulate a functional subsystem hierarchy with B 
as small as possible to achieve the most efficient computation. 
8.6.2  Experimental Results 
We have implemented our method in Common Lisp on Sun Sparc 2 work-
station. We now show some experiment results appearing in the figure 8.1 for the 
following cases: 
P = 1 for the flat model and hierarchical model. 
P=0.712 for the hierarchical model.13 
The CPU times (in secs) for sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 in the hierarchical models with P=1, 
P=0.7, and the flat model with P=1 are {2.8 4 4.6 5.5 5.7 }, {3.4 4.8 6 7.2 7.5 }, and 
{2.8 17.1 154.7 1219.6 9521.2} respectively. 
8.7  Summary 
In this chapter, we present the evaluation of our method. We analyze the 
expected search complexity of our method with and without the functional subsys-
12This P value is reached by keeping track of successful and unsuccessful refinements 
of abstract solutions explored by our method based on a series of experiments for 
each abstraction hierarchy and its corresponding information of costs and failure 
probability distributions of components and subsystems. 
13We skip the case of P < 1 for the flat model because it takes too long. 91 
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Figure 8.1. Compasrison between the hierarchical model and flat model. 
tern hierarchy. We conclude that this hierarchical diagnosis always yields significant 
gains over flat diagnosis, and that hierarchies with smaller branching factor yield 
higher search efficiency than those with larger branching factor. We then show some 
experimental results comparing flat diagnosis and hierarchical diagnosis with a low 
branching factor to reinforce the results from the analysis. 92 
Chapter 9  
A Unified Framework for Comparison Analysis of KBMC  
9.1  Overview 
Knowledge-Based Model Construction (KBMC) has generated a lot of atten-
tion due to its importance as a technique for generating context specific probabilistic 
or decision-theoretic models. In this chapter we examine current KBMC systems 
in an attempt to investigate the question: are the existing KBMC methods inter-
changeable? The motivation behind this investigation is to see whether there exists 
a general efficient KBMC method for any problem domain. If there already exists 
such a general efficient KBMC method, then the research in KBMC is not worth 
continuing. If there does not exist such a general efficient KBMC method, then the 
research in KBMC should continue. 
In order to investigate the question mentioned above, we present a unified frame-
work which identifies the significant dimensions which influence KBMC methods or 
along which KBMC methods differ. We then use this framework to explain there exist 
multiple KBMC tasks and corresponding KBMC methods by placing existing KBMC 
systems along these dimensions. We use this framework to show the extent to which 
these dimensions necessitate the essential differences among existing KBMC meth-
ods. We show Breese's ALTERID [Bre92], Wellman's SUDO-PLANNER Re1901, 
Goldman's WIMP3 [GC90], Egar's GRAMARYE [EM93], and our system address 
five different spaces of KBMC field, and other KBMC tasks and methods remain to 
be considered. We finally use this framework to predict the future fruitful research 
on KBMC. 93 
The first section presents the unified framework for comparison analysis of KBMC. 
The second section places existing KBMC systems within this framework, and con-
cludes that there exist multiple KBMC tasks and corresponding KBMC methods. 
The third section presents the essential differences of these KBMC systems. The 
fourth sections discusses future research on KBMC. 
9.2  Factors Involved in Model Construction 
In this section, we present a 4-axis framework and analyze the effects of 
each dimension upon the methods of the following five representative KBMC sys-
tems: Breese's ALTERID, Goldman's WIMP3, Wellman's SUDO-PLANNER, Egar's 
GRAMARYE, and our system (hereafter, referred to as [Breese], [Wellman], [Gold-
man], [Egar] and [Yuan]). We then conclude that there exist multiple KBMC tasks 
and corresponding KBMC methods. 
The four axes in this unified framework are the following which are four distin-
guishing features in any KBMC system: 
Knowledge structure: 
We define knowledge structure to be the entity structure (e.g., is-a or part-
of) and the types of entity relationships in the domain knowledge. Domain 
knowledge consists of structural knowledge and relational knowledge. Struc-
tural knowledge concerns the types of entities and the specific entity structure 
in the domain. For example, in the domain of medicine, the types of entities 
are typically patients, diseases, organs, drugs and so on, and there are is-a hi-
erarchical relationships between certain classes of entities in this domain such 
as jaundice is a form of liver disease, which itself is a particular form of disease. 
Relational knowledge concerns the relations between the entities, distinguished 
from the structural knowledge. For example, one disease cause another, or a 
patient suffers from a disease. 94 
Goal:  
A goal is the objective of application of model construction to a probabilistic  
reasoning or decision making task.  
Intermediate evaluation: 
Intermediate evaluation is the use of probabilistic evaluation of partial or in-
termediate models in target language representations during the construction 
process. The purpose of intermediate evaluation is to prune the search space 
in next model construction cycle, by reducing the current model or finding the 
focus of next model construction. 
Incrementality: 
The process of model construction, by nature, is incremental for any KBMC 
system. We define incrementality to be the attribute which governs the incre-
ment in model constructed between successive high level model elaborations. 
Actually, there are two levels of incrementality: one which is in the higher level 
or model-revision phase and the other one which is in the lower level or model-
expansion phase. Higher level incrementality governs the model increment in 
outer loop  the model-revision loop. Lower level incrementality governs the 
model increment in inner loop - the model-expansion loop. A value of the at-
tribute of higher level incrementality drives the generation of the corresponding 
value space of the attribute of lower level incrementality.  It is not necessary 
that a KBMC system must possess both levels of incrementality. A KBMC sys-
tem may only possess a higher level incrementality or only possess a lower level 
incrementality. Hereafter, by incrementality we will mean incrementality in 
the model-revision phase (unless we state otherwise). KBMC methods expand 
their models according to their incrementalities, and then use intermediate 
evaluation results to guide model revisions when such KBMC methods do have 
higher level incrementalities. When KBMC methods only possess lower level 
incrementalities, these KBMC methods build their complete models according 
to their lower level incrementalities, without any intermediate evaluation. 95 
9.3  The Placement of Existing KBMC Systems within Our Framework  
In this section we place existing KBMC systems along the dimensions of 
our framework. We describe the rationale for the process of each KBMC method. 
We then conclude that there exist multiple KBMC tasks and corresponding KBMC 
methods. 
The placement of existing KBMC systems within our framework is as follows: 
[Breese]: 
[Breese used a horn-clause source representation extended to express un-
certainty and value information. Given a particular query and information 
state, the system constructed a customized decision model for that particular 
situation. 
Within our framework, Breese's system has the following features: 
Knowledge structure: flat horn-clause-based structure used to represent 
statements regarding probability distributions, utility information, and 
information availability for decision making. 
Goal: find the optimal actions for any input value proposition. 
Intermediate evaluation: no. 
Incrementality: none. 
Since this knowledge structure is rule-based, the process of decision model 
construction can be done by a theorem prover. That is, the derivation of a 
proof creates a decision model as its side effect. 
[Breese]'s method is to monotonically build a single complete decision model. 
Therefore, it does not have the incrementality in the model-revision phase and 
14Provan's DYNASTY [PC93], Bacchus's KBMC method [Bac93], and [Breese] all 
used logical query-driven chaining technique to construct probabilistic models or 
decision models. Therefore, we use [Breese] as the representative for these three 
KBMC methods. 96 
intermediate evaluations. (However, it has the incrementality in the model-
expansion phase  subgoals created during a proof process.) 
[Goldman]: 
[Goldman] stated that due to uncertainty in text understanding, his system 
used a probability model for story understanding. That is, his system could 
represent and reason about alternative interpretations of a story, and then 
computed a maximum a posterior instantiation of the network, deriving the 
best global interpretation. 
Within our framework, Goldman's system has the following features: 
Knowledge structure: plan part-of hierarchies and word senses. 
Goal: find the most probable interpretation (plan) for any given input 
text. 
Intermediate evaluation: yes. 
Incrementality: lexical tokens of the input text. 
The goal of this system is to find the most probable interpretation for an in-
put text, where the interpretation for the input text is completely determined 
by the words used and the syntactic relationships among words used in the 
input text. One way of determining which interpretation is the most probable 
for an input text is to list all possible combinational interpretations of words 
and words relationships, and then match them against the input text. How-
ever, this approach is not tractable. Therefore, this system consumes the text 
one word at a time, and incrementally constructs a corresponding probabilistic 
model to determine the most probable interpretation. Consumption of input 
text drives the selection of the appropriate network construction rules which are 
used to construct the corresponding probability model. Therefore, the network 
construction rules implicitly encode the environment (the circumstances of a 
probabilistic reasoning or decision-making task) of model construction. Since 
the current environment of Goldman's model construction is to interpret nat-97 
ural language, incorporating plan recognition part-of hierarchies, his network 
construction rules include semantic rules, co-reference rules, plan-recognition 
rules, and so on, and his work requires a hierarchical knowledge structure used 
to represent all the knowledge concerning domain plan hierarchies. 
This system alternates network expansion and network evaluation in order to 
limit the size of the networks it must evaluate. That is, this system expands the 
model by adding some network fragments obtained by  executing some model 
construction rules, which are initiated by using a marker parser according to 
the incrementality (lexical tokens of the input text). This marker passer starts 
from newly arrived lexical tokens, and searches the plan part-of hierarchy and 
selects possible plans for instantiation. The instantiated plans cause invocation 
of plan-recognition rules which further elaborate the current model. Goldman's 
system then evaluates the model to prune the search space for subsequent 
model-expansion.  (This system has the incrementality in model-expansion 
phase - possible plans which are collected by the marker parser initiated by 
the incrementality in model-revision phase, newly arrived lexical tokens, and 
used to fire corresponding plan-recognition rules.) 
[Wellman]:  
In the therapy planning problem, [Wellman] formulates the space of reason-
able therapy strategies by constructing qualitative probabilistic network (QPNs)  
from a multiple-level knowledge base of qualitative relations.  
Within our framework, Wellman's system has the following features: 
Knowledge structure: multi-level abstractions of qualitative relations. 
Goal: reduce the search space by finding the space of reasonable therapy 
strategies, given any patient's situation which is characterized by focus 
variables. 98 
Intermediate evaluation: yes. 
Incrementality: relations in QPN. 
Wellman's method emphasizes constructing a decision model incrementally 
w.r.t multiple levels of abstraction in its knowledge structure.  It consumes 
its whole input data set  focus variables (those variables marked as changed 
in the input problem description of a patient) - at once, obtaining the corre-
sponding highest level abstract decision model according to its initial template 
model. It then refines this decision model incrementally through elaboration 
operations and backward chaining operations .  Elaboration operations are used 
to replace existing relationships in the decision model with lower level detailed 
pathways. Backward chaining operations are used to extend a model to include 
additional related variables. These two operations have implicit static heuristic 
rules to control searching. Each elaboration operation prefers to elaborate the 
most general path. Each backward chaining operation extends back a desig-
nated focus variable. This designated focus variable is a successor of a current 
focus variable, or together with a current focus variable has a greater (less) 
joint influence on the value than separate, independent influences. 
This system follows model-expansion with an abstract phase (model-revision) 
in which dominated paths and variables are deleted. That is, this system ex-
pands the model by adding detailed pathways or related variables according the 
incrementality (relations in QPN), and then evaluates the constructed model 
to prune the search space of next model-expansion. (This system does not 
have the incrementality in model-expansion phase if there is only one path-
elaboration or backward-chaining operation in model-revision phase.) 
Since this system relies on multiple levels of abstraction in a knowledge base, 
it requires a hierarchical knowledge structure used to represent the knowledge 
regarding multi-level abstractions of qualitative relations. 
This work assumes that the initial therapy of a patient is optimal. Only changes 
in the patient's current condition are relevant to current therapy planning. 99 
[Egar]: 
In the medical domain, [Egar] accepted patient concerns and generated a rele-
vant QPN by applying a set of graph replacement rules.  
Within our framework, our system has the following features:  
Knowledge structure: is-a hierarchy of semantic classification of medical 
terms. 
Goal: generate a relevant QPN for the input patient concerns. 
Intermediate evaluation: no. 
Incrementality: none. 
Decision models in domains such as medicine exhibit certain prototypical pat-
terns that can guide the modeling process. Medical concepts can be classified 
according to semantic types that have characteristic positions and typical roles 
in a decision model. Therefore, these prototypical patterns are represented by 
a set of graph production rules. A graph production rule is applied when some 
graph fragment in the decision model matches the left region of this rule. This 
matching is facilitated by using such inherent interrelationships among medi-
cal terms. Once a graph production rule is executed, it replaces the matched 
graph fragment in the decision model with its right region graph fragment. 
That is, this method changes a constructive task - where the user must decide 
to include or omit each of a large number of possible arcs  to a classification 
task  where the user just needs to decide a set of possible classifications. 
[Egar]'s method is to monotonically build a single complete model at the end. 
Therefore, it does not have the incrementality in the model-revision phase and 
intermediate evaluations. (However, it has the incrementality in the model-
expansion phase fragments generated in the model during a sequence of graph 
replacement processes.) 100 
We can think of these graph replacement rules as a set of forward chaining rules 
in logic except that these forward chaining rules are driven by graph fragments 
in the model rather than the data for logical forward chaining rules. 
Since this system relies on semantic classification of medical terms in a knowl-
edge base, it requires a hierarchical knowledge structure used to represent the 
knowledge regarding semantic classification of medical terms. 
[Yuan]:  
In a resource-limited environment and under the single fault assumption, [Yuan]  
combines explicit decision-theoretic modeling of control decisions and top-down  
hierarchical refinement to solve the problem of model-based hierarchical diag-
nosis and repair.  
Within our framework, our system has the following features: 
Knowledge structure: functional subsystem part-of hierarchy. 
Goal: locate and repair the fault at minimum cost. 
Intermediate evaluation: yes. 
Incrementality: probes. 
With the goal of locating and repairing the fault at minimum cost, our system 
emphasizes constructing a decision model incrementally w.r.t. the probe ac-
tions along the functional subsystem hierarchy in its knowledge structure. It 
processes its initial input data  the given fault  at once, obtaining the corre-
sponding highest level abstract decision model according to the initial template 
model. It then incrementally refines this decision model by adding the children 
of the subsystem in the current focus of attention. Our system must alternate 
network expansion and network evaluation in order to decide the current focus 
of attention. That is, our system expands the model by adding the children 
of the subsystem in the current focus of attention according to the incremen-
tality (probe results), and then evaluates the resulting model to prune the 101 
search space of subsequent network-expansions. (Our system does not have 
the incrementality in model expansion phase.)  
Since our system relies on a part-of subsystem hierarchy in a knowledge base, it  
requires a hierarchical knowledge structure used to represent all the knowledge  
regarding the subsystem hierarchy.  
From the above analysis of different KBMC systems within our framework, we 
find that different problem characteristic domains have distinct emphases, and ac-
cordingly result in different ways of constructing models.  Therefore, there exist 
multiple KBMC tasks and corresponding KBMC methods. 
9.4  Essential Differences Analysis 
In this section, we use our framework to show the extent to which these 
dimensions necessitate the essential differences among existing KBMC methods. 
Knowledge Structure: 
[Breese] uses flat rule-based knowledge structure, which is a very expres-
sive language structure, but which can not perform inference on the entity 
structure of knowledge structure [Rei78, McD86]. For example, inheri-
tance is a form of inference on an is-a entity structure, and the searching 
along a part-of hierarchy is a form of inference on part-of entity structure. 
However, [Wellman] and [Yuan] use frame-based hierarchical knowledge 
structure, which is in general a less expressive language structure, but 
within which the inference on the hierarchical knowledge structure can be 
easily performed (expressiveness/tractability tradeoff). 
With the hierarchical knowledge structure and the given initial focus of 
attention in the structure, it is very efficient for [Wellman] and [Yuan] to 
use the specific strategy of hierarchical-refinement, rather than the general 
backward chaining strategy in [Breese] or the general forward chaining 
strategy in [Goldman] and [Egar]. 102 
[Wellman]'s domain knowledge encodes an explicit multi-level relational 
knowledge structure. Therefore, its model constructor heuristically chooses 
some relationships from the given multi-level relational knowledge and 
directly places them in the decision model. However, [Yuan]'s domain 
knowledge only encodes a functional part-of hierarchy of a device, with-
out any additional explicit relational knowledge.  Therefore, its model 
constructor needs a conceptual decision model to capture the ultimate re-
lationships of the domain, and then utilizes the implicit relational knowl-
edge, implied from the functional part-of hierarchy of a device, to con-
struct the model. 
[Goldman]'s domain knowledge encodes a part-of plan hierarchy, and 
marker-parsing is an inference technique for searching along a part-of en-
tity structure. Therefore [ Goldman]'s model constructor uses a marker-
parser to process its part-of plan hierarchy structure in model-expansion 
phase. However, the knowledge structure in [Wellman] and [Egar] is is-a 
hierarchy structure; therefore, marker-parsing is not feasible for [Wellman] 
and [Egar]. 
Goal: 
[Breese]'s task is to find the optimal actions w.r.t. a value proposition, 
while [Goldman]'s task is to find a maximum a-posteriori proposition in its 
domain theory of plan hierarchy. [Breese] is given one specific goal each 
time; therefore, it is efficient for it to use goal-driven backward chain-
ing theorem proving. However, [Goldman] implicitly has a (perhaps un-
bounded) class of goals (specified in the the domain theory of plan hierar-
chy); therefore, it is not efficient for it to use backward chaining theorem 
proving to process [ Goldman]'s tasks.  This inefficiency arises from the 
lack of a specific goal. 
[Breese]'s task is to find the optimal actions w.r.t. a value proposition, 
while [Egar]'s task is to generate a relevant QPN from patient concerns. 103 
[Breese] is given one specific goal each time; therefore, it is efficient for it 
to use goal-driven backward chaining theorem proving. However, [Egar] 
does not have a specific goal; therefore, it is not efficient to use backward 
chaining technique to process [Egar]'s task. 
[Goldman]'s task is to find a maximum a-posteriori proposition supported 
by specific data, while [ Breese]'s task is to find the optimal actions w.r.t. 
a value proposition without specific data. [Goldman] is given specific data 
each time ; therefore, it is efficient for it to use data-driven forward chain-
ing theorem proving. However, [Breese] has no specific data; therefore, 
it is not efficient for it to use data-driven backward chaining theorem 
proving. 
[ Egar]'s task is to generate a relevant QPN supported by specific graph 
fragments in the decision model, while [Breese]'s task is to find the optimal 
actions w.r.t. a value proposition without specific data. [Egar] is given 
specific graph fragments in the decision model each time ; therefore, it is 
efficient for it to use graph-fragment-driven forward chaining technique. 
However, [Breese] has no specific data; therefore, it is not efficient for it 
to use data-driven backward chaining technique. 
[Goldman]'s task is to find a maximum a-posteriori proposition, in the plan 
part-of hierarchy, with initial complete data, while [Yuan]'s task is to find a 
sequence of diagnosis and repair actions, along with its subsystem part-of 
hierarchy, without initial complete data. [Goldman] requires the complete 
data (the whole input text) to find its most probable interpretation with 
the aid of the part-of plan hierarchy. However, [Yuan] is given incomplete 
data in the beginning, and relies on a sequence of intermediate evaluations 
to gather further necessary data as well as to find the maximum payoff 
repair actions. 
[ Egar]'s task is to build a relevant QPN from patient concerns in some 
medical domain. This domain exhibits certain limited number of proto-104 
typical patterns; therefore, it is efficient to convert a model-construction 
task into a classification task. However, [Goldman]'s task is to find the 
most probable interpretation for any input text, where the number of 
potential prototypical patterns is nearly unlimited; therefore, it is not 
efficient to convert a model-construction task into a classification task. 
Intermediate evaluation: 
[Breese] and [Egar] construct a single complete model at the end without 
intermediate model evaluations.  However, [Goldman], [Wellman], and 
[Yuan] construct model with intermediate model evaluations in order to 
prune the search space of network expansion in next cycle. 
[Breese] is given one specific goal each time, and it uses logical goal-driven 
inference technique to construct model. Therefore, it resolves the conflict 
of rules (i.e., more than one rules to apply) by some heuristic control. As 
a result, the constructed model is already a minimal model, i.e., the model 
can not be reduced anymore by intermediate evaluations. 
[Egar]'s task is to generate a QPN supported by specific graph fragments, 
and employs a set of graph replacement rules directly manipulating the 
construction of decision model. It resolves the conflict of rules (i.e., more 
than one rule to apply) by user's help. As a result, the constructed model 
is already a minimal model, i.e., the model can not be reduced anymore 
by intermediate evaluations. 
[ Goldman]'s task is to find the most probable interpretation (plan) of an 
input text, and the constructed probabilistic model contains all possible 
instantiated plans.  Therefore, it has to limit the size of the resulting 
probabilistic model in order to maintain the model evaluation tractability 
through intermediate evaluations. 
[Wellman]'s task is to find the space of reasonable therapy strategies for 
a patient, and its goal is to only consider admissible plans for further 
investigation, ruling out those inadmissible and unworthy plans. As a 105 
result, it needs the intermediate evaluations to obtain the admissible plans 
for further investigation.  
[Yuan]'s task is to find a sequence of diagnosis and repair actions to fix a  
device at minimum cost. It uses each intermediate evaluation to obtain the  
actions and locate the focus of attention for a further model elaboration.  
Incrementality: 
[Breese] and [Egar] have no incrementality (in model-revision phase). 
However, [Goldman], [Wellman], and [Yuan] have incrementalities, and 
expand their models according to their incrementalities. 
[Yuan] expands models according to the active incrementality - probes 
(active information gatherings). [Wellman] and [Goldman] expand models 
according to non-active incrementalities - relations in QPN and lexical 
tokens in the input text respectively. 
9.5  Future Research on KBMC 
In this section we use our framework to explain that research in KBMC is 
not complete yet and that other tasks and methods must be considered. 
Current control of model construction consists of mainly two types: 
Explicit control: Use the initial template model to capture the highest 
level abstract causal relationship, and then refine this model through problem-
characteristic dependent heuristics according to the incrementality of a KBMC 
system. Incrementality itself then depends on knowledge structure. For ex-
ample: Wellman's method refines its initial instantiated model according to 
the incrementality  relations in QPN, which in turn depends on the knowledge 
structure of multi-level abstraction of relational knowledge. Our method refines 
the initial instantiated model according to the incrementality  probes, which 
in turn depend on the knowledge structure of functional subsystem part-of 
hierarchy. 106 
Implicit control: Use a set of rules to encode the environment of model con-
struction. The selection of rules is driven by incrementality, which is in either 
model-revision phase or model-expansion phase. For example: In [Breese] the 
environment of model construction is encoded in the rule-based domain knowl-
edge; the selection of rules during the process of theorem proving is driven 
by the incrementality in model-expansion phase  subgoals created in a proof 
process. In [ Goldman] the environment of model construction (interrelation-
ships among syntactic terms in interpreting natural language) is encoded in 
model construction rules; the selection of rules during the process of model 
construction is driven by the incrementality in model-revision phase  lexical 
tokens of the input text.  In [ Egad the environment of model construction 
(interrelationships among medical terms in some medical decision-making do-
main) is encoded in a set of graph replacement rules; the selection of rules 
during the the process of model construction is driven by the incrementality in 
model-expansion phase  fragments generated in the model during a sequence 
of graph replacement processes. 
The future research on KBMC will mainly include two types: 
Static modeling: the modeling which does not allow to undergo any change 
once it starts to construct models, i.e., stable inputs during model construction. 
Explicit control:  
Consider various forms of knowledge structure and different goals in com-
bination with incrementalities and intermediate evaluation.  
For example, consider a KBMC system whose knowledge structure is  
the mixture of is-a and, part-of hierarchies in combination with relational  
knowledge crossing them.  
Implicit control:  
Consider backward chaining graph replacement rules.  
For example, given an initial focus of a graph model, elaborate this focus  107 
in the model, generate a set of sub-foci in the model, and recursively 
elaborate these sub-foci in the model till the model is complete. 
Dynamic modeling:  the modeling which allows to undergo change even if 
it already starts the construction of models, i.e., unstable inputs during model 
construction. 
Consider dynamic-behavior systems. That is, efficiently incorporate temporal 
aspect into KBMC. The related research in this area includes [Pro92]. 
9.6  Summary 
In this chapter, we presented a unified framework which identifies the signif-
icant dimensions which influence KBMC methods or along which KBMC methods 
differ. We then used this framework to explain that there exist multiple KBMC tasks 
and corresponding KBMC methods by placing existing KBMC systems along these 
dimensions. We used this framework to show the extent to which these dimensions 
necessitate the essential differences among existing KBMC methods. We finally used 
this framework to predict the future fruitful research on KBMC. 108 
Chapter 10  
An Extension of Our research  
10.1  Overview 
From chapter 1 to chapter 9, we have shown the combined power of decision-
theoretic and hierarchical modeling on model-based diagnosis and repair under a 
single fault assumption. Therefore, we also hope this combined power also can be 
extended to multiple fault setting. In this chapter we roughly describe a decision-
theoretic, hierarchical approach to model-based diagnosis and repair in multiple fault 
setting15 However, this method needs future further evaluations on efficiency. The 
first section addresses the main idea of this method and the assumptions behind 
this method. The second section defines the terms used in the presentation of this 
method. The third section presents the algorithm of this method. The fourth section 
then gives an example. 
10.2  Main Idea and Assumptions 
The main idea behind this method essentially is the evaluation of a sequence 
of parameterized template models as in figure 10.1 to obtain a sequence of actions 
to locate and repair all faults of the device. 
The assumptions behind this method are as follows: 
The functional abstraction mechanism is not the same as that in single fault 
modeling mentioned in chapter 5. Here a functional abstraction is an abstract 
interconnection structure of a device, i.e., the interconnection of modules of 
15This method only considers functional diagnosis and repair in multiple-fault 
setting. 109 
Figure 10.1. Multiple fault template decision model. 
the device. An abstract structure of a device is just a compact description of 
the device. Only when we need to 'look inside' a module, drop down a level 
of structural detail. For example figure 10.2(a) shows a abstract interconnec-
tion structure of a device, and figure 10.2(b) shows a next lower level detailed 
interconnection structure of the device. 
complete domain knowledge including all levels of abstraction of the modules 
of the device, all prior failure probability distributions of modules at all ab-
straction levels, all costs of measurements (probes) at all abstraction levels, 
and all replace costs of modules at all abstraction levels. 
10.3  Definitions 
The terms used in the presentation of this method are as follows: 
candidate stack: a stack which stores those generated sets of candidates of 




(a) An abstract structure of a device. 
(b) A next lower level detailed structure of the device in (a). 
Figure 10.2. An example of functional abstraction mechanism in multiple fault 
setting. 111 
FC - the set of focused candidates of multiple diagnoses: a focus of 
attention in the multiple-fault hypothesis space. FC can be at any abstraction 
structure level. FC is updated as needed over the time of the process of this 
method. 
Cr,: the uncertain variable describing the actual faulted candidate of multiple 
diagnoses within FC at abstraction structure level n. 
A: a decision regarding which action should be taken with respect to FC at 
abstraction structure level n. The action can be either "replace a candidate" 
or "repair a candidate" or "probe a point". 
Vnf: the value function which guide the selection of an appropriate action: 
Cost(A), 
* if An is a probe action, then Cost(An) is the expected outcome cost 
of this probe action. That is, the cost of a probe action is dependent 
on the current state of the device. The computation of the cost of a 
probe action at abstraction structure level n will be described later 
in the algorithm of this method. 
* if An is a replace or repair action and it fixes the faults specified in 
C, then Cost(An) is the cost of this action. The computation of 
the estimated costs of actions at abstraction structure level n will be 
described later in the algorithm of this method. 
Cost(An)  Cost(fix-C.),  
if An is a replace or repair action and it does not fix the faults specified  
in C. Cost(fix-C) is the minimum action cost of actions (either replace  
or repair) which can fix the faults specified in Cn.  
fc: a specific candidate of multiple diagnoses within FC on which some action 
takes on such as replace or repair action. 112 
C: the set of initial candidates of multiple diagnoses according to the most 
compact description of the device (the most abstract interconnection structure 
of the device).  This set of initial candidates of multiple diagnoses can be 
generated by systems such as GDE [dKW87], TCS [D'A93], and Li's method 
for MPE [LD93]. We assume C is given before applying our method. 
FA: the set of all possible actions with respect to FC16. 
10.4  Algorithm 
The algorithm of this method is as follows: 
1. Put the set of initial candidates of multiple diagnoses C on the top of candidate 
stack. 
2. Set FC to be C. 
3. Generate FA. 
4. Repeat multi fault diagnostic process until arrive at a base level structure or 
finish at an intermediate level structure. 
5. If the device still fails to work, delete fc from FC, update FA and the top set 
of the candidate stack in reflection of this deletion, and then loop from step 4; 
otherwise, exit for success. 
The algorithm of the multi-fault diagnostic process is as follows: 
Compute the costs of repair actions in FA.  
Suppose a repair action in FA is to repair a candidate of multiple diagnosis  
{xi, x2, ..., xm}, then its repair cost is estimated as follows:  
16We assume there is a procedure which can generate all current possible actions 
with respect to FC. 113 
Expand each module xi of this candidate till some fixed depth of horizon 
structure ,  calculate the sum of the accumulated inspection cost' to each 
module on the horizon and the replacement cost of that module, and back 
up the values computed to the module xi using min. This back-up value 
is the estimated minimum repair cost of the module xi. 
Sum up these estimated minimum repair costs of modules x1,  x, in 
the candidate as the estimated repair cost of this candidate. 
Compute the expected outcome costs of probe actions in FA. 
The cost of a probe action Probe-Act is 
EC(Probe  Act, S) = Cost(Probe  Act) + E P(si)Ec(s,), 
where S is the current state of the device, S; is a possible outcome state re-
sulting from this probe action, and EC refers to expected outcome cost. 
EC (Si) = ECrepair(S j)  ECdiagnosis(S j). 
ECrepair(Si) = EcFc Prob(c) * min  action  cost  to  fix(c).  
ECdiagnosis(S j) = min  probe  cost(FC)*  
(EcEFc Prob(c) * log Prob(c)),  
where Prob refers to the probability of a candidate being the actual faulted 
candidate. 
Evaluate the decision model.  
If the evaluation result is a action of "replace some candidate" or "repair some  
candidate ", then set fc to be such candidate; otherwise set fc to be an empty  
set.  
'Assume there is a inspection cost whenever we want to expand a module one more 
level down detail. 114 
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Figure 10.3. A 3-inverter example, where (p, c) for a module indicates its failure 
probability and replace cost, and (c) for a probe point indicates the cost of this 
measurement. 
Execute the recommended action. 
probe: Execute the measurement. With the result of this measurement, 
accordingly update FC, FA, and the top set of candidate stack. 
replace: Execute the replace action and then examine the device I/O. If 
the device still fails to work, then report failure. 
repair: Generate next lower level detailed candidates of multiple diagnoses 
of fc. Set FC to be this newly generated set of candidates of multiple di-
agnoses. Generate the new corresponding FA. Put  {FC} on the top of 
candidate stack. 
For example, suppose a candidate of multiple diagnoses of the device in 
figure 10.2 (a) is {M, N}. Then its next lower level detailed candidates of 
multiple diagnoses includes 
{ml, n1}, {m1, n2}, {ml, n3}, {m2, n11, 
{m2, n2}, {m2, n3}, {m3, n1}, {m3, n2}, {m3, n3}. 
10.5  An Example 
Next we briefly demonstrate this method by using a very simple example 
shown below: 
Figure 10.3 shows a circuit example, where the set of initial candidates of 
multiple faults C includes {X}, {Y}, and {Z}. After normalization, the prob-115 
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Figure 10.4. The next lower level detailed structure of module X, Y, Z. 
abilities of being the actual faulted candidate for these three initial candidates 
are 1/3, 1/3, and 1/3. 
As a result, the top of the candidate stack is the set C. Current FC consists 
of {X}, {Y}, and {Z}. Current FA consists of "repair X", "repair Y", "repair 
Z", "replace X", "replace Y", "replace Z", "probe B ", and "probe C". 
Execute a multi-fault diagnostic process: 
The cost of the action "repair Y" is computed as follows": 
* Expand the module Y till some fixed depth of horizon structure. (We 
assume the depth is 1 now.) Suppose figure 10.4 shows the next lower 
level detailed structure of for the modules X, Y, Z. 
* We assume the inspection costs for the module X, Y, Z are all 1. 
Calculate the sum of the accumulated inspection cost to each module 
on the horizon structure and the replacement cost that module and 
back up the values computed to the module using min. As a result 
we obtain 1.6 (1 + 0.6) as the estimated repair cost for the modules 
for X, Y, Z. 
18Similar strategy is used for computing the other repair action cost. 116 
The cost of the action "probe B" is computed as follows': 
EC (Probe  B, S) = Cost(Probe  B)  Ei Prob(Si) EC (Si), 
= 1 + Prob(B = 0) * EC(B = 0)  Prob(B = 1) * EC(B = 1) 
= 1 + 2/3 * EC (B = 0) + 1/3 * EC(B = 1) 
EC(B = 1) = ECrepair(B = 1) = min  action  cost  to  fix(X) = 1.6 
EC(B = 0) = ECdiagnosis(B = 0) + ECrepair(B = 0) 
= 1 * ( Ece{y,z) Prob(c) * log Prob(c))-1-
Ece{y,z} *min  action  cost  to  fix(e) 
= 1 + 1.6 = 2.6 
EC (Probe  B, S) = 1 + 2/3 *2.6 + 1/3 *1.6 = 3.27. 
Evaluate the decision model. 
Assume the evaluation result is to choose the action of "Probe B". 
Execute the probe action. 
Assume the result is B = 0. As a result, FC now only consists of {Y}, and 
{Z}. FA now consists of "repair Y", "repair Z", "replace Y", "replace Z", 
and "probe C". The top of candidate stack now is {{Y}, {Z}}. 
Execute next multi-fault diagnostic process. 
This method will continue its process until it locates and repairs the faults. 
'Similar strategy is used for computing the other probe action cost. 117 
Chapter 11  
Conclusions  
In this chapter we summarize the contributions of our research and discuss the open 
issues and areas of future research. 
11.1  Contributions of Our Research 
Knowledge-Based Model Construction (KBMC) has generated a lot of at-
tention due to its importance as a technique for generating probabilistic or 
decision-theoretic models. However, no one has tried to analyze the essential 
issues in KBMC, determine if there exists a general efficient KBMC method for 
any problem domain, and identify the fruitful future research on KBMC. This 
research fills this void. This research presents a unified framework for compar-
ative analysis of KBMC systems  identifying the essential issues in KBMC, 
concluding that there is no such general efficient KBMC method, listing the 
fruitful future research on KBMC. 
After we show KBMC mechanisms are problem-characteristic dependent from 
the above work, we present a new KBMC mechanism for model-based hierar-
chical diagnosis and repair. The principle behind this mechanism is top-down, 
hierarchical, incremental decision model construction, interleaved with evalua-
tion. 
Our KBMC mechanism provides a template for decision-theoretic models for 
similar large, complex problems. This template modeling maintains the tractabil-
ity of decision-theoretic reasoning. 118 
This research presents a rational approach to diagnosis and repair which ac-
counts for both the cost/benefit tradeoff of actions as well as the synergistic 
changes in device state that allow one action to facilitate others. This approach 
formulates diagnosis and repair as a stochastic process and models these two 
types of action using a single formalism  influence diagrams. 
Our KBMC mechanism is a hierarchical problem-solver for modeled-based func-
tional diagnosis and repair when we restrict the fault hypothesis to the func-
tional pathway. In the best case using an abstraction hierarchy in problem-
solving can yield an exponential speedup. However, this speedup assumes back-
tracking never occurs across abstraction levels. When this assumption fails and 
if such backtracking occurs frequently, the overhead of searching the abstrac-
tion hierarchy could overwhelm the benefits of using abstraction. This research 
shows analytically and experimentally that our method always yields a signif-
icant speedup with abstraction, and that hierarchies with smaller branching 
factors yield significantly higher efficiency gains. 
We combine the power of decision-theoretic and hierarchical modeling on modeled-
based diagnosis and repair. 
This research employs two causal pathways (functional and bridge fault) of 
domain knowledge in device trouble shooting, preventing either whole class 
of faults we will never be able to diagnose.  Each causal pathway models 
the knowledge of adjacency and behavior within the corresponding interaction 
layer. Careful search of causal pathways allows us to restrict the search space 
of fault hypotheses at each time. We model this search among causal pathways 
decision-theoretically. Decision-theoretic control usually results in significant 
improvements over unaided human expert judgments. Furthermore, these im-
provements in performance are robust to substantial errors in the assessed costs 
and probabilities. 119 
11.2  Open Issues and Areas of Future Research  
Some problems are left open throughout the course of our research. A list of such 
problems are as follows: 
Extend the value functions in the functional component, bridge fault compo-
nent, and meta-level component to take into account the device break down 
cost over the time of external repair and internal computation incurred in each 
decision processes within each component. 
Within a one-step lookahead decision-theoretic computation of the functional 
component, investigate different forms of modeling on the cost of resulting 
device status after treatment. 
Currently, the value function of the functional component uses a faulted device 
cost to model the cost of the resulting failure status after treatment. The value 
of this faulted device cost plays an important role on influencing the choice of 
decisions. However, how to scale the value of the faulted device cost is still a 
state of art as shown below: 
When this value is too small (compared with all those replace and repair 
costs of components and subsystems), our method may still choose "noth-
ing" treatment even our method has made a probe on a subsystem and 
the result of the probe is not ok. 
When this value is too large, our method may perform "repair" or "re-
placement" along the way rather than conduct a sequence of necessary 
probes and then repair or replace a target subsystem. 
One heuristic value of this faulted device cost (fdc) is elicited as follows: 
Usually, when we probe a subsystem A and its status is not ok, then 
we prefer "repair-A" to "replace-A" for the treatment when the cost of 
repair-A is cheaper than the cost of replace-A. Now we assume the cost 
of repair is less than the cost of replacement. Say the expected values of 
the outcomes for employing all alternatives of action are as follows: 120 
* "nothing" : probe-cost(A) + fdc. 
* "repair-A": probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-A). 
* "replace-A": probe-cost(A) + cost(replace-A). 
* "repair-B": probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-B) + fdc,  
where B 0 A.  
* "replace-B": probe-cost(A) + cost(replace-B) + fdc, 
where B 0 A. 
Therefore, we desire the following situation happens: 
probe-cost(A) + fdc > probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-A). 
That is, fdc > cost(repair-A).  - (1) 
Usually, when we probe a subsystem A and its status is ok, then we 
may perform "nothing" or "replace-B" or 'repair-B", where B 0 A. Let 
p represent the failure probability of subsystem B. Say the values of the 
outcomes for employing all alternatives of action are as follows: 
* "nothing" : probe-cost(A) + fdc. 
* "repair-A": probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-A) + fdc. 
* "replace-A": probe-cost(A) + cost(replace-A) + fdc. 
* "repair-B": probe-cost(A) + p*cost(repair-B) +  
(1-p)*(cost(repair-B)+fdc).  
* "replace-B": probe-cost(A) + p*cost(replace-B) + 
(1-p)*(cost(replace-B)+fdc). 
The value of the outcome for employing "repair-B" = 
probe-cost(A) + p*cost(repair-B) + (1-p)*(cost(repair-B)+fdc) 
probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-B) + (1  p) *fdc. 121 
Therefore, we desire the following situation happens: 
* probe-cost(A) + fdc 
> probe-cost(A) -I- cost(repair-B) + (1  p) *fdc, when p is high. 
(2) 
* probe-cost(A) + fdc < probe-cost(A) + cost(repair-B) + (1	  p) *ick, 
when p is low. - - (3) 
According to the expressions (1) and (2), we desire 
p*fdc > cost(repair-B), when p is high.  - - (4) 
According to the expression (3), we desire 
p*fdc < cost(repair-B), when p is low.  - - (5) 
Therefore, from the expressions (4) and (5), we can estimate the value of fdc 
as follows: 
Let p-threshold be a threshold failure probability such that we say p is 
high for any p > p-threshold, which can be estimated subjectively based on 
the available failure probability distributions of subsystems of the highest 
faulted subsystem. 
Choose a value for fdc such that 
p-threshold * fdc = the largest repair cost among the subsystems of the 
highest faulted subsystem. 
Consider the failure probability distributions within causal pathways are ac-
cordingly updated whenever our method finishes the investigation of a causal 
pathway and still fails to locate and repair the fault. 
Currently, we assume the failure probability distributions within causal path-
ways are static along the process of our method. 
Consider to take into account of the physical hierarchy structure of a device 
into our method. With the physical hierarchy structure of the device, we can 
avoid the discrimination of diagnosis hypotheses when their repairs are the 122 
same. Currently, our method does not employ any physical hierarchy structure 
to perform the device troubleshooting, and assumes the leaves of the functional 
subsystem hierarchy are the field replaceable units of the device. 
Employ more variety of causal pathways in diagnosis and repair such as thermal 
pathway, which deals with faults resulting from heat conduction or radiation, 
and electromagnetic pathway, which deals with faults resulting from transmis-
sion line effects. 
Perform the formal analysis of the uniform value-driven method. 
Extend this research to multiple faults. That is, devise a efficient method to 
perform decision-theoretic, hierarchical model-based diagnosis and repair. In 
chapter 10 we have given a rough sketch of such a method. However, this 
method needs further evaluations of efficiency. 123 
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